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OFFICE OF THE AMEIA5SADOR

June 27, 2018
The Honorable Chuck Schumer
322 Hart Sena.ta Office Building
·Washington, DC 20510-3202
Dea_r Sen_ator Schumer,
On behalf of the Arab Coalition to Support the Legitimate Government of Yemen, I want to
provide you with an update on recent developments in the effort to liberate Hodeida from the
Houthi rebel militias. I particularly want to highlight the comprehensive humanitarian efforts
underway.
the Coalition's priorities regarding _Hodeicla are cle.ir: maintain the flow of humanitarian
assistance an_d minimize the impact on the civilian population while maintaining pressure on the
rebels to enter into meaningful political discussions. The Coalition's carefully calibrated military
pressure is working. After three years of intransigence, the Houthis are re,engaged in talks with
the UN Special Envoy. ·
'.

The humanitarian efforts ate also working. The port remains open - more than 25 ships have
unloaded food aid .over the last four weeks. The Coalition is delivering aid to villages and areas
now under Yemeni Government control. A large-scale and comprehensive contingency plan to
provide .iid into Hodeida is also in place. The Coalition has preposit_ioned tens of thou.sands of
tons of supplies in and along the Red Sea with airplanes, t_rucks and ships ready to move into a
liberated Hodeida. (Additional detail on the humanitarian efforts are below and in the
attachment.)
On the diplomatic front; the UAE and the Coalition strongly support the UN Special Envoy's
ongoing effort to secure a negotiated outcome that will involve the. peaceful handover of the port
and the city by the Ho_uthis to the legitimate Yemeni government. This is consistent with the
m_andate of the Envoy and the coalition under UN R_esolution 2216·-which explicitly calls for the
Houthis to disarm, evacuate urban areas and recognize the legitimate Yemeni Government.
There is urgency to the Envoy's efforts. The people of Hodeida are calling for liberation,
especially as the Houthis purposefully worsen conditions inside the city. l,JN and local reports
continue to highlight Houthi human rights violations including the use of children soldiers,
shelling civilian areas, forced evacuations, exeC1.1tions, human shielding, indiscriminately
planting mines and IEDs, placing tanks and snipers in residential areas, and the destruction <>f
the water system.
Increasing pressure at Hodeida and in other areas of Yemen is alsodesigned to stem the flow
of sophi:;;ticated Iranian weapons. As documented by the UN and by independent groups like
Conflict.Armaments Research, Iran is providing direct support to the Houlhis, enabiing them to
target Saudi Arabia with ballistic missiles, to improve IEDs, and to threaten international
navigation With anti-ship missiles.
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The Un_ited States has a cleat stake in the Coalition's success in Yemen. The US shares_ the
Coalition's priorities to meet the humanitarian needs of the Yemeni people, avoid civilian
casualties and restart the political process. At the same time, the Coalition is also advancing
other critical and common sec1Jrity objectives with the US: destroy AQAP, confront Iran, and
maintain freedom of navigation into the Red Sea and Suez Canal.
For now, the immediate priority is to maintain _the flow of humanitarian a_ssistance into Hodeida.
The port remains open and continues to receive and unload snips. Due to the efforts of the UN:
. the Coalition and others, there are nciw more than 100,000 metric tons offood stockpiled in
Hodeida - sufficient to meet the needs of 6 million people for the next month. Tankers are in port now unloading fuel. Anoth_er ship is at Al Saleef port unloading 53,000 tons of wheat.
According to international aid groups, these supplies continue to be distributed utilizing existing·
networks and channels.
·
·
The Coalition has also put in place a comprehensive contingency plan to send aid into Hodeida
if the port is damaged by the Houthis or oiherwise disrupted. Teams of port operations and
logistics experts, along with ship-to-shore cranes and heavy equipment, are already positioned
in the Red Sea. More than 35,000 tons of additional food and medical supplies are also in
position in and around the area. Shore landing .craft and smaller vessels have been readied to
move supplies. Large quantities of aid are stockpiled in Aden and Mokha and 100 trucks have
been contracted and are available to move supplies north by road. Cargo aircraft have also
been prepared to establish a humanitarian ai_r bridge.
AdditionJlly, the UAE and the Coalition have developed alternative networks and routes for the
delivery of aid to Hodeida and points beyond, to be implemented should there be an attempt tiy
the Houthis to damage or destroy H_odeida's port, existing aid distribution networks, or other
infrastructure.
·
With the Houthis placing sea mines around the port, the Coalition's plans also include mineclearing operations to allow for the urgent resumption of large ship movements. The Coalition
has requested additional mine clearing assistance from the U.S. and France.
The Coalition is working closely with the UN and other international organizations to meet the
needs of internally displaced persons (I DPs) fleeing from Houthi-controlled areas. Locations for
temporary s_helters and_ medical facilities have been identified and prepared.
The Houthis' indiscriminate use of land mines is complicating a_id effgrts and causing great
suffering to the civilian population. Yemeni and Coalition experts have already cleared more ·
than 20,000 landmines.
Indisputable evidence_ of mining and other abuses has been provided through images and first"
hand reports provided by people still in Hodeida, by the media, by Coalition reconnaissance
imagery, and by international organizations remaining in the city.
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.The well-documented lita.ny of Houthi offenses Cornrnitted in Hodeida over the last month
include:
•

•
•
•
•
•

the indiscriminate placement oflandmines and Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs),
often disguised as everyday objects making I.hem a grave danger to innocent civilians
now and into the future;
the wholesale use of sea mines which threaten to impede critical deliveries of
humanitarian aid;
·
the positioning of heavy weapons and sniper nests in and among resideniial buildings,
neighborhoods and villages;
blocking the evacuation of civilians from conflict areas;
·the purposeful destruction· of the water sys!E!m; and
the theft and diversion of humanitarian aid further enabled by the forced removal of
surveillance cameras from storage facilities managed by international aid groups.

These abuses should be condemned by the US and the international community. At the same
time, the UAE and the ·coalition have listened carefully to the perspectives, concerns, and
recommendations of Congress, the .Administration, the UN, NGOs, and other humanitarian
actors. The UAE, Coalition and Yemeni Government militsiry operations around Hodeida have
been carefully calibrated and targeted to avoid civilian casualties and minimize damage to vita.I
infrastructure (including the port). This is in conformity with international humanitarian law, and
to provid~ the Houthis with the greatest possible opportunity to withdraw peacefully from
Hodeida.l
The UAE;s current humanitarian efforts in Yemen are not new. The UAE has been one of the
largest historic aid providers to the country. In justthe period from April 2015 to May 2918, the
UAE contributed USD $3.7 billion in aid to Yemen. In 2018, the UAE pledged USD $465 million
to support the UN Humanitarian Response Plan for Yemen, in addition to the USD $34 million
p_ledged to restore Yemen's sea and airports.
The situation ih HOdeida is a critical turning point in the three-year Yemen conflict. The military
pres!lure is creating a new cfyn11mic by bringing the Houthis to the negotiating table. The
humanitarian efforts are also paying off with aid continuing to flow into the city and to the rest of
Yemen.
·
We stiare Congress' view a.bout the need to end the conflict ahd redouble efforts to address
Yemen's many challenges. We remain strongly supportive of the UN Envoy's work to achieve
these goals.
My Embassy team and I will continue to update·you regularly on developments but please feel
free to contact rne if you have any questicms.
Sincerely,

Yousef Al Otaiba
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OFFICE OF THE AMBASSADOR

June 27, 2018
The Honorable_ Bob Corker
425 .Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510-4205
Dear Sen;itor Corker,
On behalf of the Arab Coalition to Support the Legitimate Government of Yeme.n, I want to
provide you with an update on recent developments in the effort to liberate Hodeida from the
Houihi rebel militias. I particularly want to highlight the comprehensive humanitarian efforts
underway.
The Coalition's priorities regarding Hodeida are clear: maintain the flow of humanitarian
assistance and minimize the impact on the civilian population while maintaining pressure on the
rebels to enter into meaningf11I political discussions. The Coalition's carefully caHbrated military
pressure is working. After three years of intransigence, the Houthis are re 0 engaged in talks with
the UN Special Envoy.
·
The humanita_iian efforts ;;ire also working. The port remains open - more than 25 ships have .
unloaded food aid over the last four weeks. The Coalition is delivering aid to villages and areas
now under Yemeni Government control. A large-scale and comprehensive contingency plan to
provide aid into Hodeida is also in place. The Coalition has prepositioned tens of thousands of
tons of supplies in and along the Red Sea with airplanes, trucks and. ships ready to move into a
liberated Hodeida. (Additional detail on the humanitarian efforts are below and in the
attachment.)
-,
On the diplomatic front, the UAE ar\d the Coalition strongly support the UN Special Envoy's
ongoing effort to secure a negotiated outcome that will involve the peaceful handover of the port
and the city by the Houthis to the legitimate Yemeni government. This is consistentwit_h t_he
· mandate of the Envoy and the coalition under UN Resolution 2216 -which explicitly calls for the
Houthis to diss1rm, evacuate Lirbari areas and recognize the legitimate Yemeni Government.
There is urgency to the Envoy's efforts. The people of Hodeida are calling for liberation,
especially as the Houthis purposefully worsen conditions inside the city. UN and local reports
continue to highlight Houthi human rights violations including the use of ch_i_ldren soldiers,
sheHing c_ivilian areas, forced evacuations, executions, human shielding, indiscriminately
planting mines and IEDs, placing tanks and imipers in residential areas, and the destruction of
the water system.
Increasing pressure at Hodeida and in other areas of Yeme.n is also designed to stem the flow
of sophisticated Iranian weapons. A$ documented by the UN and_ by independent groups like
. Conflict Armaments Research, Iran is providing direct support to the Houthis, enabling them to
target Saudi Arabia with ballistic missiles, to improve IEDs, and to threaten international
navigation with anti-ship missiles .
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The United States has a clear stake in the Coalition's success in Yemen. The US shares the
Coalition's priorities to meet the humanitarian needs of the Yemeni people, avoid civilian
casualties and restart the political process. At the same time, the Coalition is also advancing
other critical and common security objectives with the US: destroy AQAP, confront Iran, and
maintain freedom of navigation into the Red Sea and Suez Canal.
For now, the immediate priority is to maintain the flow of humanitarian assistance into Hodeida.
The port remains open and continues to receive and unload ships. Due to the efforts of the UN,
the Coalition and others, there are now more than 100,000 metric tons of f<;>od stockpiled in
Hodeida - sufficient to meet the needs of 6 million people for t.he next month. Tankers are in
port now unloading fuel. Another ship is at Al Salee! port unloading 53,000 tons of wheat.
According to international aid groups, these supplies continue to be distributed utilizing existing
networks ;md channels.
·
The Coalition has also put in place a comprehensive contingency plan to send aid into Hodeida
if the port is damaged by the Houthis or otherwise disrupted. Teams of port operations an.d
logistics experts, along with ship-to-shore cranes and heavy equipment, are already positioned
i.n the Red Sea. More than 35,000 tons of additional food and medical supplies are also in
position in and around the area. Shore landing craft and smaller vessels have been reatjied to
move supplies. Large quantities of aid are stockpiled in Aden and Mokha and. 100 trucks have
been contracted and are available to move Sl!PPlies .north by road. Cargo aircraft have also
been prepared to esta.blish a humani~rian air bridge.
Additionally, the UAE and the Coalition have developed alternative networks and routes for the
delivery of aid to Hodeida and points beyond, to be implemented should there be an attempt by
I.he Houthis to damage or destroy Hodeida's port, existing aid distribution networks, or other
infrastructure.
With the Hauth.is placing sea mines around the port, the Coalition's plans a.lso include mineclearing operations to allow for the urgent resumption of large ship movements. The Coalition
has requested additional mine clearing assistance from the U.S. and France.
The Coalition is working closely with the UN and other international organizations to meet the
needs of internally displaced persons (I DPs) fleeing from Houthi-controlled areas. Locations for
temporary shelters and medical facilities have been identified and prepared.
The Houthis' indiscriminate use of land mines is complicating aid efforts and causing great
suffering to the civilian population. Yemeni and Coalition experts have already cleared more
than 20,000 landmines.
Indisputable evidence of mining and other aouses has been provided through images and first,
hand reports provided by people still in Hodeida, by the media, by Coalition reconnaissance
imagery, and by international organizations remaining in the city.
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The well-documented litany of Houthi offenses committed in Hodeida over the last month
include:
•

•
•
•
•
•

I

.

.

.

.

the indiscriminate placement of landmines and Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs),
often disguised as everyday objects making them a grave danger to innocent civilians
now and into the future;
·
the wholesale use of sea mines which threaten to impede critica_l deliveries of
human_itarian aid;
the positioning of heavy weapons and sniper nests in and among residential buildings,
neighborhoods and viUages;
blocking the evacuation of civilians· from conflict areas;
the purposeful destruction of the water system; and
the theft and diversion of humanitarian aid further enabled by the forced removal of
surveillance cameras from storage facilities managed by i_nternational aid groups.

These abuses s_hQ1,1kj be condemned by the US and the international community. At the same
time, the UAE and the Coalition have listened carefully to the perspectives, concerns, and
recommendations of Congress, the Administration, the UN, NGOs, and other humanitarian
actors. The UAE, Coalition and Yemeni Government military operations around Hodeida have
been carefully calibrated and targeted to avoid civilian casualties and minimize damage to vital
infrastructure (including the port). This is in conformity with international humanitarian law, and
to provide the Houthis with the greatest possible opportunity to withdraw peacefully from
Hodeida.
The UAE's current humanitarian efforts in Yemen are not new. The UAE has been one of the
largest historic a.id providers to the country. Iii just the period from April 2015 to May 2018, the
UAE contrib.uted USO $3.7 billion in aid to Yemen. In 2018, the UAE pledged USO $465 million
to support the UN Humanitarian Response Plan for Yemen, in addition to the USO $34 million
pledged to restore Yemen's sea and airports ..
The situation in Hodeida is a critical turning point in the three-year Yemen conflict. itie military
pressure is creating a new dynamic by bringing the Houthis to the negotiating table. The
humanitarian efforts are also paying off with aid continuing· to flow into.the city and to the rest of
Yemen.
We share Congress' view about the need to end the conflict and redouble efforts to address
Yemen's mariy challenges. We remain strongly supportive of the UN Envoy's work to achieve
these goals.
My Embassy te,im and I will continue to update you regularly on developments but please feel
free to contact me if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Yousef Al Otaiba
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OFF!([ OF THE AMBASSADOR

June 27, 2018
The Honorable Jeanne Shaheen
506 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC_20510
Dear Senator Shaheen,
On behalf of the Arab Coalition to Support the Legitimate Government of Yemen, I want to
provide you with an update on recent developments in the effort to liberate Hodeida from the
Houthi rebel militias. I particularly want to highlight the comprehensive humanitarian efforts
underway.
The Coalition's priorities regarcling Hodeida are clei;i_r: m,iJntain the flow of humanitarian
assist;mce and mi_n_imize the impact on the civilian population while maintaining pressure on the·
rebels to enter into meaningful political discussions. The Coalition's carefully calibrated military
pressure is working. After three years of intransigence, the Houthi_s are recengaged in talks with
the UN Special l;:nvoy,
The humanitarian efforts are also working. The port remains open~ more than.25 ships have
unloaded food aid over the last four weeks .. Thi:! Coalition is delivering aid to villages and areas
now under Yemeni Government control. A large-scale and comprehensive continge·ncy plan to
provide aid into Hodeida is also in place. The Coaiition has prepositioned tens of thousands of
tons of supplies in and along the Red Sea with airplanes, trucks and. ships ready to move into a
liberated Hodeida. (Additional detail on the humanitarian efforts are below and in the
attachment.)
On the diplomatic front, the_ UAE and the Coalition strongly support th!:! UN Special Envoy's
ongoing effort to secure a negotiated outcome that will involve the peaceful handover of the port
and the city by the Houthis to the legitimate Yemeni government. This is consistent with the
mandate of the Envoy and the coalition \lnder UN Resolution 2216 ~ which explicitly calls for the
Houthis to disarm, evac\late urban areas and recognize the legitimate Yemeni Government.
There is urgency to the Envoy's efforts. The people Cif HOdeida are.calling for liberation,
especially as the.HOuthis purposefully worsen conditions inside the city. UN and local reports
continue to highlight Houlhi human rights violations inclucling the iJSe of chi_ldren soldiers,
·
shelling civinan areas, forced evacuations, executions, human shielding, indiscriminately
planting min!!$ and IEDs, placing tanks and snipers. in residential areas, and the destruction of
the water system.
Increasing pressure at Hodeida and in.other areas of Yemen is also designed to stem the flow
Of sophisticated Iranian weapons. As documented by the UN and by independent groups like
Conflict Armaments Research, lr11.n is providing direct sµpport to the Houthis, enabling them to
target Saudi Atabia with ballistic missiles, to improve IEbs, and to threaten international
navigation with anti-ship missiles.
·
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The United States has a clear stake in the Coalition's success in Yemen. The US shares the
Coalition's priorities to meet the humanitarian needs of the Yemeni people, avoid civili.a.n
casualties and restart I.he political process, At I.he saml;l time, the Coalition is also advancing
other critical a.nd common security objectives with the US: destroy AQAP, confront Iran, and
maintain freedom of navigation into the. Red Sea and Suez Canal.

I
I
. I
I
I

'

For now, the immediate priority is to maintain the flow of humanitarian assistance into Hodeida.
The port remains open and co.ntinues to receive and unload ships. Due to the efforts of the UN,
the Coalition and others, there are now more than 100,000 metric tons of food stockpiled in
Hodeida - sufficient to meet the needs of 6 million people f<>r the next month. Tankers are in
port now unloading fuel ..A.nether ship is at Al Saleefport unloading 53,000 tons of wheat.
According to international aid groups, these supplies continue to be distributed utilizing existing
networks and channels.
·
The Coalition has also put in place a comprehensive contingency plan to send aid into Hodeida
if the port is damaged by the Houthis or otherwise disrupted. Teams of port operations and
logistics experts, along with ship-to-shore cranes and heavy equipment, are already positioned
in the Red Sea.. More tha.n 35,000 tons of additional food and medical supplies are also in
position in and around the area. Shore landing craft and smaller vessels have been readied to
move supplies. Large quantities of aid are stockpiled in Aden and Mokha and 100 trucks have
been contracted and are available to move supplies north by road. Cargo aircraft have also
been prepared to establish a humanitarian air bridge.
Additionally, the UAE and the Coalition have developed alternative networks a.nd routes for the
delivery of aicj to Hodeida and points beyond, to be implemented should there be an attempt by
the Houthis to damage or destroy Hodeida's port, existing aid distribution networks, or other
infrastructure.
With the Houthis placing sea mines aroumj t.tJe poi-t, the Coa.lition's plans also include mineclearing operations to allow for the urgent resumption of large ship movements. The Coalition
has requested additional mine clearing assistance from the U.S. and France.
·
The Coalition is working closely with the UN and other international organizations to m11et the
needs of internally displaced persons (I DPs) fleeing from Houthi'controlled areas. Locations for
temporary shelters and medical facilities have been identified and prepared.
The Houthis' indiscriminate use of land mines is complicating aid efforts and causing great
suffering to the civilian population. Yemeni and Coalition experts have already cleared more
than 20,000 landmines.
·
Indisputable evidence of mining and other abuses has been provided through images and firsthand reports provided by people still in Hodeida, by the media, by Coalition reconnaissance
imagery, and by international organizations remaining in the city.
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The well-documented litany ofHouthi offenses committed in Hodeida over the last month
include:
•

•
•
•
•
•

the indiscriminate placement of landmines and Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDsj,
often disguised as everyday objects making them a 9rave danger to innocent civilians
now and into the future;
the wholesale use of sea mines which threaten to impede critical deliveries of
humanitarian aid;
·
the positioning of heavy weapons and sniper nests in ,md among residential buildings,
neighborhoods and villages;
blocking the evacuation of civilians from conflict areas;
the purposeful destruction of the water system; and
· the theft and diversion of humanitarian aid further enabled by the forced removal of
surveillance cameras from storage facilities managed by international aid groups.

· These abuses should be condemned by the US and the internation.al community. At the same
time, the UAE an.d t.he Coalition have listened carefully to the perspectives, concerns, arid
recommendations of Congress, the Administration, the UN, NGOs, and.other humanitarian
actors. The UAE, Coalition and Yemeni Government military operations around Hodeida have
been carefully calibrated ancl targeted to avoid civilian casualtie.s and minimize damage to vital
infrastructure (including the port). This is in conformity with international humanitarian law, and
to prOvide the Houthis with the greatest possible opportunity to withdraw peacefully from
Hodeida.
·
The UAE's current humanitarian efforts in Yemen are not new. Th'e UAE has.been one of the
largest historic aid providers to the country. In just the period from April 2015 to May 2018, the
UAE contributed USD $3.7 billion in aid to Yemen. In 2018, the UAE pledged USD $465 million
to support the UN HumanitaJian Response Plan for Yemen, in addition to the USD $34 million
pledged to restore Yemen's sea and airports.
The situation in .Hodeida is a critical turning point in the three-year Yemen conflict. The.military
pressure is creating a new dynamic by bringing the Houthis to the negotiating table. The
humanitarian efforts are also paying off with aid continuing to flow into the city and to the rest of
Yemen.
·
We share Congress' view about the need to end the conflict and redouble efforts to address
Yemen's many challenges. We remain strongly supportive of the UN Envoy's work to a.chieve
these goals.
My Embassy team and I wiH continue to update you regularly on developments but please feel
free t<> contact me if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Yousef Al Otaiba
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OFFICE OF THE AMBASSAOOII:

June 27, 201 B
The Honorable Jim Risch
483 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Risch,
On behalf of the Arab Coalition to Support the Legitimate Government of Yemen, I want to
provide you with an update on recent developments in the effort to liberate Hodeida from the
Houthi rebel militias. I particularly want to highlight the comprehensive humanitarian efforts
underway.
The Coalition's priorities regarding Hodeida are clear: maintain the flow of humanitarian
assistance and minimize the impact on the civilian population while maintaining pressure on the
rebels to enter into meaningful political discussions. The Coalition's carefully caliprated military
pressure is working. After three years ofjntransigence, the Houthis are re-engaged in talks with
the UN Special Envoy,
The hu.manitarian efforts are also working. The port remains open - more than 25 ships have
unloaded food aid over the last four weeks. The C:oalitio.n is delivering aid to villages and areas
now under Yemeni Government control. A large-scale and comprehensive contingency plan to
provide aid into Hodeida is also in place. The Coalition has prepositioned tens of thousands of
tons of supplies in and along the Red Sea with airplanes, trucks and ships ready to move into a
liberated Hodeida. {Additional detail on the humanitarian efforts are below and in the
attachment.)
On the diplomatic front, the UAE and the Coalition strongly support the UN Special Envoy's
ongoing effort to secure a negotiated outcome that will involve the peaceful handover of the port
and the city by the Houthis to the legitimate Yemeni government. This is co.n.sistent with the
mandate of the Envoy and the coalition under UN Resolution 2216 - which explicitly calls for the
Houthis to disarm, evacuate urban are;,is a.nd recognize the legitimate Yemeni Government.
There is urgency to the Envoy's efforts. The people 0fHodeida are calling for liberation,
especially as th!! Houthis purposefully worsen conditions inside the city. UN and loca.I reports
continue to highlight Houthi human rights violations including the USE! of children soldiers,
shelling civilian areas, forced evacuations, executions, human shielding, indiscriminately
planting mines and IEDs, placing tanks and snipers in residential areas, and the destruction of
the water system.
Increasing pressure at Hodeid.a and in other areas of Yemen is also designed to stem the flow
of sophisticated Iranian weapons. As documented by the UN and by independent groups like
Conflict Armamllnts Rllsearch, Iran is providing direct support to the Houthis, enabling them to
target Saudi Arabia with ballistic missiles, to improve IEDs, and to threaten international
navigation with anli"ship missiles.
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The United States has a clear stake in the Coalition's success in Yemen. The US shares the
Coalition's priorities to meet the humanitarian needs of the Yemeni people, avoid civilian
casualties and restart the political process. At the same time, the Coalition is also advancing
other critical and common security objectives with the US: destroy AQAP, confront Iran, and
maintain freedom of navigation into the Red Sea and Suez Canal.
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For now, the immediate priority is to maintain the flow of humanitarian assistance into Hodeida.
Th.e port remains open and continues to receive and unload ships. Due to the efforts of the UN,
the Coalition and others, there are now more than 100,000 metric tons of food stockpiled in
Hodeida - sufficient to meet the needs of 6 million people for the next month. Tankers are in .
port now unloading fuel. Another ship is at Al Saleef port unloading 53,000 tons of wheat.
According to international aid groups, these supplies continLJe to be distributed utilizing existing
networks and channels.
The Coalition has also put in place a comprehensive contingency plan to send aid into Hodeida
if the port is damaged by the Houthis or otherwise disrupted. Teams of port operations and
logistics experts, along with ship-to-shore cranes and heavy equipment, are already positioned
in the Red Sea. More than 35,000 tons of additional food and medical supplies are also in
position in and around the area. Shore landing craft and smaller vessels hiive been readied to
move supplies. Large quantities of aid <1re stockpiled in Aden and Mokha and 100 trucks have
been contracted and are available to move supplies north by road. Cargo aircraft have also
been prepared to establish a humanitarian air bridge.
Additionally, the UAE and the Coalition have developed alternative networks and routes for the
delivery of aid to Hodeida and points beyond, to be implemented should there be an attempt by
the Houthis to damage or destroy Hodeida's port, existing aid distribution networks, or other
infrastructure.
·
· With the Houthii;; placing sea mines around the port, the Coalition's plans also include mineclearing operations to allow for the urgent resumption of large ship movements. The Coalition
has requested additional mine clearing .issistance from the U.S. and France.
The Coalition is working closely with the UN and other international organizations to meet the
needs of internally displaced persons (IDPs) fleeing from Houthi-controlled areas. Locations for
temporary shelters and medical facilities have been identified and prepared.
The Houthis' indiscriminate use of land mines is complicating aid efforts and causing great
suffering to the civilian population. Yemeni and Coalition experts have already cleared more
than 20,000 landmines.
Indisputable evidence of mining and other abuses has been provided through images and firsthand reports provided by people still in Hodeida, by the media, by Coal.it.ion rl!connaissance
imagery, and by international organizations remaining in the city.
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the well-documented litany of Houthi offenses committed in Hodeida over the last month
include,
•

•
•
•
•
•

the indiscriminate placement of landmines and Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs),
often disguised as everyday objects rliaking them a grave danger to innocent civilians
now and into the future;
'
the wholesale use of sea mines which threaten to impede critical deliveries of
humanitarian aid;
,
the positioning of heavy weapons and sniper nests in and among residential buildings,
neighborhoods and villages;
blocking the evacuation of civilians from conflict arec1s;
the purposeful destruction of the water system; and
the theft and diversion of humanitaria.n aid further enabled by the forced removal of
surveillance cameras from storage fapilities managed by international aid groups.

These abuses should be condemned by the US and the international community. At the same
time, the UAE and the Coalition have listened carefully to the perspectives, concerns, an.d
recomm.endations of Congress, the Administration, the UN, NGOs, and other humanitarian
actors. The UAE, Coalition and Yemeni Government military operations around Hodeida have
been carefully calibrated and targeted to avoid civilian casualties and minimize damage to vital
infrastructure (including the port). This is in conformity with international humanita.rian law, and
to provide the Houthis with the greatest possible opportunity to withdraw peacefully from
1
Hodeida.
The UAE's current humanitarian efforts in Yemen are not new. The UAE has been one of the
larg_est historic aid providers to the country. !ln;just the period from April 2015 to May 2018, the
UAE contributed USD $3. 7 bHlion in aid to Y~n'.len. In 2018, the UAE pledged USO $465 m.illion
to support the UN Humanitarian Response ~Ian for Yemen, in addition to the USO $34 million
pledged to restore Yemen's sea and airports.
·
I

.

The situation in Hodeida is a critical turning point in the three-year Yemen conflict. The military
pressure is c:reating a new dynamic by bringing the Houthis to the negotiating table. The
h.umanitarian efforts are also paying off with' aid continuing to flow into the cify and to the rest of
Yemen.
We share Congress' view about the need toi end the conflict and
redouble efforts
to address
•
.
'
•
· Yemen's many challenges. We remain strongly supportive of the UN Envoy's work to achieve
these goals.
My Embassy team and I will continue to updiite you regularly on developments but please feel
free to contact me if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Yousef Al Otaiba
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June 27, 2018
The Honorable Ben Cardin
509 Hart senate Office ~uilding
Washington, DC 20510-2002
Dear Senator Gardin,
On behalf of t_he Arab Coalition to Support the Legitimate Government of Yemen, I want to
provide you with an update on recent developments in the effort to liberate Hodeida from the
Houthi rebel militias. I particularly want to highlight the comprehensive hu.man.itarian efforts
underway.
'
The Coalition's priorities regarding Hodeida are clear: maintain the flow of humanitarian
assistance and minimize the impact on the civilian population while maintaining pressure on the
rebels to enter into meaningful political discussions. The Coalition's carefully calibrated military
pressure is working. After three years of intransigence, the Houthis are re-engaged in talks with
the UN Special Envoy.
'
The humanitarian efforts are also Working. Tt\e port remains open - more than 25 ships have
unloaded food aid over the last four weeksJ The Coalition is delivering aid .to villages and areas
now .under Yemeni Government control. Ai large-scale and comprehensive contingency plan to
provide aid into Hodeida is also in place. The Coalition has prepositioned tens of thousands of
tons of supplies in and along the Red Sea with airplanes, trucks and ships ready to move into a
liberated Hodeida. (Additional detail. on thfi humanitarian efforts are below and in t_he
attachment.)
,
·
·

I

.

On the diplomatic front, the UAE and the. C~1ition strongly support the UN Special Envoy's
ongoing effort to secure a negotiated outcome that will involve the peaceful handover of the port
and the city by the Houthis to the legitimate Yemeni government. This is consistent with the
mandate of the Envoy and the coalition under UN Resolution 2216 -which explicitly calls for the
Houthis to disarm, evacuate urban areas and recognize the legitimate Yemeni Government.
1

1

There is urgency to the Envoy's efforts. The people of Hodeida are calling for liberation,
especially as the Houthis purposefully worsen conditions inside the city. lJN and local reports
continue to highlight Houthi human rights violations including the use of children soldiers,
shelling civilian areas, forced evacuations, executions, human shielding, indiscriminately
planting mines and IE;Ds, placing tanks and snipers in residential area$, and the destruction of
the water system.
Increasing pressure at Hodeida and in other areas of Yemen is also designed to stem the flow
of sophisticated Iranian weapons. As documented by the UN and by independent groups like
Conflict Armaments Research, Iran is providing direct supp0rt to the HOUtliis, enabling them to
target Saudi Arabia with ballistic missiles, to improve IEDs, and to threaten international
m;ivigation with anti-ship missiles.
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The United States has a clear stake in the Coalition's success in Yemen. The US shares the
Coalition's priorities to meet the humanitarian needs of the Yemeni people, avo.id civilian
casualties a.nd restart the political process. At the same time, the Coalitio.n is also advancing
other critical and common security objectives with the US: destroy AOAP, confront Iran, and
maintain freedom of navigation into the Red Sea and Suez Canal.
For now, the immediate priority is to maintain the fiow of humanita.rian assistimce into Hodeida.
The port remains open and continues to receive and unload ships. Due to the efforts of the UN,
the Coalition and others, there are now more than 100,000 metric tons of food stockpiled in ·
Hodeida - sufficient to meet the needs of 6 million people for the next month. Tankers are in
port now unloading fuel. .Another ship is at Al Saleef port unloading 53,000 tons of wheat.
According to international aid groups, these supplies continue to be distributed utilizing existing
networks and channels.
·
·
The Coalition has also put in place a comprehensive contingency plan to send aid into Hodeida ·
if the port is damaged by the Hou.t~is or otherwise disrupted. Teams of port operations and
logistics experts, along with ship-to-shore cranes and heavy equipment, are already positioned
in the Red Sea. More than 35,000 tons of additional food and med.ical _supplies are also ih
position in and around the area. Shore landing craft and smaller vessels have been readied to
move supplies. Large quantities of aid are stockpiled in Aden and Mokha..and 100 trucks have
been contracted and are available to move supplies nort.h by road. Cargo aircraft have also
be.eh prepared to establish a humanitarian air bridge.
Additionally, the UAE and the Coalition have developed alternative networks and routes for the
delivery of aid to Hodeida and points beyond, to be implemented should there be an attempt by
the Houthis to damage or destroy Hodeida'~ port, existing aid distribution networks, or other
infrastructure.
With the Houthis placing sea mines around the port, the Coalition's plans a.lso include mineclearing operations to allow for the urgent resumption of large ship mcivements. The Coalition
has requested additional mine clearing assistance. from the U.S. and.France.
The Coalition is working closely with the .UN and other international organizations to meet the
nee.ds of internally displaced persons (I DPs) fleeing from Houthi-controlled areas. Locations for
temporary shelters a.nd medical facilities have been identified and prepared.
The Houthis' indiscriminate use of land mines is complicating aid efforts and causing great
suffering to the civilian population. Yemeni and Coalition exp!)rts have already cleared more
· than 20,000 landmines.
Indisputable evi(jenc:e of mining and other abuses has been provided through images and firsthand reports provided by people stBI in Hodeida, by the media, by Coalition- reconnaissance
imagery, and by international organizations remi;iining in th,a city.
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The well-documented litany of Houthi offenses committed in Hodeida over the last month
include:
•

•
•
•
•
•

the indiscriminate placement of landmines and Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs),
often disguised as everyday objects making them a grave danger to innocent civilia.ns
now and into the future;
the wholesale use of sea mines which threaten to impede critical deliveries of
humanitarian aid;
the positioning of heavy weapons and sniper nests in and among residential buildings,
neighborhoods and villages;
blocking the evacuation of civi.lia.ns from conflict areas;
the purposeful destruction of the water system; and
the theft and diversion of humanitarian aid further enabled by the forced removal of
surveillance cameras from storage facilities managed by international aid groups.

These abuses should be condemned by the US and the international community. At the same
time, the UA.E and the Coalition have listened carefully to the perspectives, concerns, and
recommendations of Congress, the Administration, the UN, NGOs, and other huma.nitarian
actors. The UAE, Coalition and Yemeni Government military operations around Hodeida have
been carefully calibrated and targeted to avoid civilian casualties and hiinimize damage to vital
infrastructure (including the port). This is in conformity with internatio~al humanitarian law, and
to provide the Hoilthis with the greatest possible opportunity to withdraw peacefully from ·
Hodeida.
The UAE's current humanitarian efforts in Yemen are not new. Th.e UAE has been one of the
largest historic aid providers to the country. In just I.he period from April 2015 to May 2018, the
UAE contributed USO $3.7 billion in aid to Yemen. In 2018, the UAE pledged USO $465 mHlion
to support the UN Humanitarian Response Plan for Yemen, in add.ition .to the USO $34 million
pledged to restore Yemen's sea and airports.
The situation in Hodeida is a critical turning point in the three-year Yemen conflict. The military
pressure is creating a new dynamic by bringing the Houthis to the negotiating table. The
humanitarian efforts are also paying off with aip continuing to flow into the city and to the rest of
Yemen.
We share Congress' view about the need to end the conflict and redouble efforts to address
Yemen's 1T1any challenges. We .remain strongly supportive of the UN Envoy's work to achieve
these goals.
My Embassy team and I wm continue to update you regularly on developments but please fE!el
free to contact ml! if you have any questions.
·
Sincerely,

Yousef Al Otaiba
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June 27, 2018
The Honorable Ro Khanna
513 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515-,0517
Dear Representative Khanna,
On behalf of the Arab Coalition to Support the Legitimate Government of Yemen, I want to
provide you with an update on recent developments in the effort to liberate Hodeida from the
Houthi rebel militias. I particularly want to highlight the comprehensive humanit.irian efforts
underway..
·
·
The Coal_ition's priorities regarding Hodeida are clear: maintain the flow of humanitarian
assistance and minimize the impact on.the civilian population while msiintaining pressure on the
rebels to enter into meaningful political discussions. The Coalition's carefully calibrated military
pressure is working. After three years of intransigence, the HOuthis are re-engaged in talks with
the UN Special Envoy.
·
The humanitarian efforts are also working. The port remains open - more than 25 ships have
unloaded food aid over the last four weeks. The Coalition is delivering aid to villages and areas
. now under Yemeni Government control. A large-scale and comprehensive contingency plan to
provide aid into Hodeida is also in place. The Coal_it_ion has prepositioned tens of thousands of
tons of supplies in and along th_e Red Se,1 with airplanes, trucks and ships ready to move into a
l_iberated Hodeida. (Additional detail on the humanitarian_ efforts are below and in the
attachment.)

On the diplomatic front, the UAE and the Coalition strongly support the UN Special Envoy's
ongoing effort to secure a negotiated outcome that will involve the peaceful handover of the port
and the city by the Houthis to the legitimate Yemen_i government. This is consistent with the
mandate of the Envoy a_nd the coalition under UN Resolution 2216 - which explicitly calls for the
Houthis to diss1rm, evacuate_ urban areas and recognize the legitimate Yemeni Government.
Th.ere is urgency to the Envoy's efforts. The people of Hodeida are caning for liberation, .
especially as t_he Houthis purposefully worsen conditions inside the city. UN and local reports
continue to highlight Houth_i human rights violations including the use of children soldiers,
shelling civilian areas, forced evacuaiions, executions, human shielding, indiscriminately
planting mines and IEDs, placing tanks and snipers in residential areas, and the df:lstruction of
the water system.
Increasing pressure atHodeida and in other areas of Yemen is also designed to.stem the flow
of sophisticated Iranian weapons. As documented by the UN and by independent groups like
Conflict Armaments Research, Iran is providing direct support to the Houthis, enabling them to
target Saudi Arabia with ballistic missiles, to improve IEDs, a_nd to threaten international ·
navigation with anti-ship mis~iles. ·
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The United States has a clear stake in the Coalition's success in Yemen. The US shares the
Coalition's prioritiesto meet the humanitarian needs of the Yemeni people, avoid civil.ian
casualties and restart the political process. At the same time, the Coalition is also advancing
other critical and common security objectives with t_he US: destroy AQAP, confront Iran, and
maintain freedom of navigation into the Red Sea and Suez canal.
For now, the immediatll priority is to maintain the flow of humanitarian assistance into Hodeida.
The port remains open and continues to receive and unload ships. Due to the efforts of the UN,
the Coalition and others, there are now more than 100,000 metric tons offood stockpiled in
Hodeida - sufficient to meet the needs of 6 million people for the next month. Tankers are in
port now unloading fuel. Another ship is at Al Saleef port unloading 53,000 tons of whea.t.
According to international aid groups, these supplies continue to be distributed utilizing existing
networks and channels.
The Coalition has also put in place a comprehensive contingency plan to send aid into Hodeida
if the port is damaged by the Houthis or otherwise disrupted. Teams of port Operations arid
logistics experts, along with ship-ta-shore cranes and heavy equipment, are already positioned
in the Red Sea. More than 35,000 tons of additional food and medical supplies are also in
position in a.nd a.round the area. Shore landing craft a.nd smaller vessels have been readied to
move supplies. Large quantities of aid are stockpiled in Aden and Mokha and 100 trucks have
been contracted and are available to move supplies north by road. Cargo aircraft have also
been prepared to establish a humanitarian air bridge.
Additionally, the UAE and the Coalition have developed alternative networks and routes for the
delivery of aid to Hodeida and points beyond, to be implemented should there be an attempt by
the Houthis to damage or destroy Hodeida's port, existing aid d.istri.bution networks, or other
infrastructure.
With the Houthis placing sea mines around the port, the Coalition's plans also include mirieclearing operations to allow for the urgent resumption of large ship movements. The Coalition
has requested additional mine clearing assistance from the U.S. and France.
The Coalition is working closely with the UN and other international organizations to meet the
needs of internally displaced persons (I DPs) fleeing from Houthi controlled areas. Locations for
temporary shelters and medical facilities have belln identified and prepared.
0

The Houthis' indisc:riminate use of land mines is complicating aid efforts and causing great
suffering to the civilian population. Yemeni and Coalition experts have already cleared more
than .20,000 la.nd.mines.
Indisputable evidence of mining and other abuses has been provided through imaglls and firsthand reports provided by people still in Hodeida, by the media, by Coalition reconnaissance
imagery, and by international organizations remaining in the city.
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The well-documented liiany of Houthi offenses committed inHodeida over the last month
include:
•

•
•
•
•
•

the indiscriminate placement of landmines and Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs),
often disguised as everyday objects making them a grave danger to innocent civilians
now and into the future;
the wholesale use of sea mines which threaten to impede critical deliveries of
humanitarian aid;
the positioning of heavy weapons and sniper nests in and among residential buildings,
neighborhoods and villages;
blocking the evacuation of civilians from conflict areas;
the purposeful destruction of the water system; and
the theft and diversion of humanitarian aid further enabled by the forced removal of
surveillance cameras from storage facilities managed by intemationalaid groups.

These abuses should be condem.ned by the US and the international community. At the same
time, the UAE and the Coalition have listened carefully to the perspectives, concerns, and
· recommendations of Congress, the Administration, the UN, NGOs, and other humanitarian
actors. The UAE, Coalition and Yemeni Government military operations around Hodeida have
been carefully calibrated and targeted to avoid civilian casualties and minimize damage to vital
infrastructure (including the port). This is in conformity with i.ntern11t.iona.l human.itariari law, and
to provide the Houthis w.ith the gre11test possible opportunity to withdraw peacefully from
Hodeida.
·
The UAE'S current humanitarian efforts in Yemen are not new. The UAE has been one of the
largest historic aid providers to the country. In just the period from April 2015 to May 2018, the
· UAE contributed USO $3.7 billion in aid to Yemen. In 2018, the UAE pledged USO $465 million
to support the UN Humanitarian Response Plan for Yemen, in addition to the USO $34 million
•pledged to restore Yemen's sea and airports.
The situati.o.n in Hodeida is a critical turning point in the three-year Yemen conflict. The military
pressure is creating a new dynamic by bringing the Houthis to the negotiating 11!ble, The
humanitarian efforts are also paying off with aid continuing to flow into the city and to the rest of
Yemen.
We share Congress' view about the need 16 end the conflict and redouble efforts to address
Yemen's many challenges. We remain strongly supportive of the .UN Envoy's work to achieve
these goals.
·
·
·
. My Embassy team .and I will continue to update you regularly on developments but please feel
free to contact me if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Yousef Al Otaiba
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June 27, 2018
The Honorable Ted Lieu
.236 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515-0533
Dear Representative Lieu,
On behalf of the Arab Coalition to Support the. Legitimate Goverrirh8rit of Yemen, .1 want to
provide you with an update on recent developments in the effort to liberate Hodeida from the
Hout.hi rebel militias. I particularly want to highlight the comprehensive humanitarian efforts
underway.
·
The Coalition's pri<;>rities regarding Hodeida are clear: maintain the flow of humanitarian
assistance and minimize the impact on the civilian population while maintaining pressure on the
rebels to enter into meaningful pOlitical discussions. The Coalition's carefully calibrated military.
pressure is working. After th.ree years of intransigence, the Houthis are re-engaged in talks with
th.e UN Special Envoy.
·
The humanitarian efforts are also working. The port remains open~ more than 25 ships have
unloaded food aid over th!;! I.ast four weeks. The Coalition is clelivering aid to villages and areas
now under Yemeni Government coritrol. A large-scale and comprehensive contingency plan to
provide aid into Hodeida is also in place.·· The Coalition has prepositioned tens of thousands of
tons of supplies in and along the Red Sea with airplanes, trucks and ships ready to move into a
I.iberated Hodeida. (Additional detail on the humanitarian efforts are below and in the
attachment.)
·
· ·
On the diplomatic front, the UAE and the Coalition strongly support the UN Special Envoy's
ongoing effort to secure a.negotiated outcome that will involve the peaceful handover of the port
and the city by the Houthis to the legitimate Yemeni .government. This is consistent with the
mandate of the Envoy and the coalition under UN Resolution 2216 -which explicitly calls for the
Houthis to cjisarm, ·evacuate urban areas arid recognize the legitimate Yemeni Government.
There is urgency to the Envoy's efforts. The people of Hodeida a.re calling for liberation,
especially as the Houthis purposefully worsen con(jitions inside the city. UN and local reports
continue to highlight Houthi human rights violations including the use of children soldiers,
shE;1Uihg civilian areas, forced evacuations, executions, human shielding, indiscriminately
planting mines and I1:Ds, placing tanks and snipers in residential areas, and the destruction of
the water system.
Increasing pressure at Hodeida arid in other areas of Yemen is also designed to stem th!;! flow
of sophisticated lranianweapons. As documented by the UN and by independent groups like
Conflict Armaments Research, Iran is providing direct support to the Houthis, enabling them to
target Saudi Arabia with ballistic missiles, to improve IE;D$, and to threaten international
navigation wit.h l,!nti-ship missiles.
·
·
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The United States has a clear stake. in the Coalition's success in Yemen .. The US shares the
c;;oalition's ptiorities to meet the humanitarian needs of the Yemeni people, avoid civilian
casualties and restart the political process. At the same time, t.h.e Coal.ition is also advancing
Other critical land common security objectives with the US: destroy AQAP, confront Iran, and
maintain freedom of navigation into the Red Sea and Suez Canal.
For now, the immediate priority is to maintain the flow of humanitarian l!SSi_stance into Hodeida.
The port remains open and continues to receive .and unload ships. Due to the efforts of the UN,
the Coalition and others, there are now more than 100,000 metric tons of food stockpiled in
Hodeida .,. sufficient to meet the needs of 6 million people for the next month. Tankers are in
· port now unloading fuel. Another ship is at Al Saleef port unloading 53,000 tons of wheat
According to intem.it.i.ona.1 aid groups, these supplies continue to be distributed utilizing existing
networks and channels.
The Coalition has also put in place a comprehensive contingency plan to send aid into Hodeida
if the port is damaged by the .Houthis or otherwise disrupted. .Teams of port operations and
logistics experts, along with ship-to-shore cranes and heavy equipment, are already positioned
in the Red Sea. More than 35,000 tons of additional food and medJcal supplies are also in
position in and around the .irea. Shore landing craft and smaller vessels have been readied to
move supplies. Large quantities of aid are stockpiled in Aden and MOkha and 100 trucks have
been contracted and are available to move supplies north by road. Cargo aircraft have also
been prepared to establ.ish a humanitarian air bridge.
Additionally, the UAE and the Coalition have developed alternative networks and routes for the
delivery of aid to Hodeida and points beyond, to be implemented should there be an attempt by
the HOuthis to damage or destroy Hodeida's port, existing aid distribution networks, or other ·
infrastructure.
With the Houthis placing sea mines around the port, the Coalition's plans also include mineclearing operations to allow for the urgent resumption of large ship movements. ihe Coalition
has requested additional mine clearing assistance from the U.S. and France.
The Coalition is working closely with the UN and other international organizations to meet the
needs of internally displaced persons (IDPs) fleeing from Houthi-controlled areas. Locations for
t!:lmporary shelters and medical facilities have been identified and prepared .
. The Houthis' indiscriminate use of land mines is complicating aid efforts and causing great
suffering to the civilian population. Yemeni a.nd COl!lition !:lXperts have already cleated more
than 20,000 landmines.
Indisputable evidence of mining and other abuses has been provided through images and firsthand reports providec;I by people still in Hodeida, by the media, by Coalition reconnaissance
imagery, and by international organizations rem,iining in the city.
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· The well-documented litany of Houthi offenses committed in Hodeida over the last month
include:
•

•
o
o

•
•

the indiscriminate placement of landmines and Improvised E:xplOsive Devices (IEDs),
often disguised as everyday objects making them a grave danger to innocent civilians
now and into the future;
the wholesale use of sea mines which threaten to impede critical deliverie_s of
humanitarian aid;
the positioning of heavy weapons and sn_iper nests in and among residential buildings,
neighborhoods and villages;
blocking the evacuation of civilians from conflict areas;
the purposeful destruction of the water system; and
the theft and diversion of _humanitarian aid further enabled by the forced removal of
surveillanc:e cameras from storage facilitie_s managed by international aid groups.

These abuses should be condemned by the US and the international community. At the same
time, the UAE and the Coal_ition have listened. carefully to the perspec:tives, concerns, and
recommendations of Congress, the Administration, the UN, NGOs, and other humanitarian
actors. The UAE, Coalition and Yemeni Government military operations around Hodeida have
been carefully calibrated and targeted to avoid civilian casu_alties and minimize damage to vital
infrastructure (including the port). This is in conformity with international humanitarian law, and
to provide the Houthis with the greatest possible opportunity to withdraw peacefully from
Hodeida.
The UAE's current humanitarian efforts in Yemen are not new. The UAE has been one of the
largest historic aid providers to the country. In just the perioq from April 2015 to May 2018, the
UAE contributed USD $3.7 biUion i_n aiq to Yemen. In 2018, the UAE pledged USD $465 million
to support the UN Humanitarian Response Plan for Yemen, in addition to t_he USD $34 million
pledged to restore Yemen's sea.and airports.
The situation in Hodeida is a critical turning point in the three-year Yemen conflict. The military
pressure is creating a new dynamic by bringing the Houthis to the negotiating table. The
humanitarian efforts are also paying off with aid continuing to flow into the city and to the rest of
Yemen.
·
We share Congress· view about the need to end the conflict and redouble efforts to address
Yemen's many challenges. We remain strongly supportive of the UN Envoy's work to achieve
these goals.
·
My Embassy team and I will continue to update you regularly on developments but please feel
free to contact me if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Yousef Al Otaiba
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June 27, 2018
Th.e Honorable Ted Poe
2132 Rayburn Houl!E) Office Building
Washington, DC 20515-4302
Dear Representative Poe,
On behalf of the Arab Coalition to Suppprt I.he L,egitimate Government of Yemen, I want to
provide you with an update on recent developments in the effort to liberate Hodeida from the
Houthi rebel militias. I particularly want to highlight the comprehensive humanitarian efforts
underway.
·
The Coalition's priorities regarding Hodeida are clear: maintain the flow of humanitarian
assistance and minimize the impact on the civilian population while maintaining pressure pn the
rebels to enter into meaningful political discussions. The Coalition's carefully calibrated military
pressure is working. After three years of intransigence, the Houthis are re-engaged in talks with
the UN Special Envoy.
The humanitarian efforts are also working. T.he port remains open ~more than 25 ships have
unloaded food aid over the last four weeks. The Coalition is delivering aid to villages and areas
now under Yemeni Government control. A large-scale and comprehensive contingency plan to
provide aid into Hodeida is also in place. The Coalition has prepositioned tens of thousands of
tons of supplies in and along the Red Sea with airplanes, trucks and ships ready to move into a
liberated Hodeida. (Additional detail on the humanitarian efforts are below and in the ·
attachment.)·
On the diplomatic front, the UAE and the Coalition strongly support the UN Special Envoy's
ongoing effort to secure a negotiated outcome that will involve the peaceful handover of I.he port
and. the city by the Houthis to the legitimate Yemeni government. This is consistent with the
mandate of the Envoy and the coalition under UN Resolution 2216 - which explicitly calls for the
H.outhis to disarm, evacuate urban areas and recognize the legitimate Yemeni Government.
There is urgency to the Envoy's efforts. The people of Hodeida are calling for liberation,
especially as the Houthis purposeful_ly worsen conditions i.nside the1city. UN and local reports
continue to highlight Houthi human rights violations including the use of children soldiers,·
shelling civilian areas, forced evacuations, executions, human shielding, indiscriminately
· planting mines and IEDs, placing tanks and snipers in residential areas, ;;ind the destruction of
the water system.
Increasing pressure at Hodeida and in other areas of Yemen is also designed to stem the flow

of sophisticated Iranian weapons. As documented by the UN an~ by independent groups like
Conflict Armaments Research, Iran is providing direct support to the Houthis, enabling them to
target Saudi Arabia with ballistic missiles, to improve IEDs, and to t.h.reaten international
· n11vigation with anti-ship missiles.
·
·
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The United States has a clear stake in the Coalition's success in Yemen. The US shares the
Coalition's priorities to meet the humanitarian needs oHhe Yemeni people, avoid civilian
casualties and restart the political process. At the same time, the Coalition is also advancing
other critical and common security objectives with the US: destroy AQAP, confront Iran, and
maintain freedom of navigation into the Red Sea and Suez Canal .
For now, the immediate priority is to maintain the flow of humanitarian assistance into Hodeida.
The port remains. open and continues to receive and unload ships. Due to the efforts of the UN,
the Coalition and others., there are now more than 10Q,OOO metric tons of food stockpiled in
Hodeida - sufficient to meet the needs of 6 million people for the next month .. Tankers are in
port now unloading fuel. Another ship is at Al Saleef port unloading 53,000 tons of wheat.
According to international aid groups, these supplies continue to be distributed 11tilizing existing
network.sand ch;;mnels.
The Co.alition has also put in place a comprehensive contingency plan to send aid into Hodeida
if the port is damaged by the Houthis or otherwise disrupted. Teams of port operations and
logistics experts, along with ship-to-shore cranes and heavy equipment, are already positioned
in the Red Sea. More than 35,000 tons of additional food arid medical supplies are also in
position in and around the area. Shore landing craft and smaller vessels have been readied to
move supplies. Large quantities of aiq are stockpiled in Aden and Mokha and 100 trucks have
been contracted and are available to rnove supplies north by road. Cargo aircraft have also
been prepared to establish a humanitarian air bridge.
Additionally, the UAE and the Coalition have developed alternative networks and routes for the
delivery of aid to Hodeida and points beyond, to be implemented should there be an attempt by
the Houthis to damage or destroy Hodeida's port,· existing aid distribution networks, or other
infrastructure.
With the Houthis placing sea mines around the port, the Coalition's plans also include mineclearing operations to allow for the urgent resumption of large ship movements. The Coalition
has requested additional mine clearing assistance from the U.S. and France.
The Coalition is working closely with the UN and other international organizations to meet the
needs of internally displaced persons (I DPs) fleeing from Houthi-controlled areas. Locations for
temporary shelters and medical facilities have been identified and prepared.
The Houthis' indiscriminate use of land rnines is complicating aid efforts and causing great
suffering to the civilian population. Yemeni and Coalition experts have already cleared more
than 20,000 landmines.
·
·
Indisputilble evidence of mining and at.her abuses has been provided through images and firsthand reports provided by people still in Hodeida, by the media, by Coalition reconnaissance
imagery; and by international organizations remaining in the city.
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The well-documented litany of Houthi offenses committed in Hodeida over I.he last month
include:
•

•
•
•
•
•

the indiscriminate placement of land mines and Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs),
often disguised as everyday objects making them a grave danger to innocent civilians
now and into the future;
the wholesale use of sea mines which threaten to impede critical deliveries of •
humanitarian aid;
the positioning of heavy weapons and sniper nests in and among residential buildings,
neighborhoods and villages;
blocking t.h.e evacuation of .civilians from conflict areas;
the purposeful destruction of the water system; and
the theft and diversion of humanitarian aid further enabled by t~ forced removal of
surveillance cameras from storage facilities managed by international aid groups.

These abuses should be condemned by the US and the international community. At the same
time, the UAE and the Coalition have listened carefully to the perspectives, concerns, a.nd
recommendations of Congress, the Administration, the UN, NGOs, and other humanitarian
actors. The UAE, Coalition and Yemeni Government military operations around Hodeida have
been carefully calibrated and targeted to avoid civilian casualties and minimize damage to vital
infrastructure (including the port). This is in conformity with international humanitarian law, and
to provide the Houthis with the greatest possible opportunity to withdraw peacefully from
Hodeida.
The UAE's current humanitarian efforts in Yemen are not new. The UAE has been one of the
largest historic aid providers to the country. In just the period from April 2015 to May 2018, the
UAE contributed USO $3.7 billion in aid t<iYemen. In 2018, the UAE pledged USO $465 million
to support the UN Humanitarian Response Plan for Yemen, in a.ddition to the USO $34 million
pledged to restore Yemen'$ s.ea and airports.
The situ.ation in Hodeida is a critical turning point in the three-year Yemen conflict. The military
pressure is creating a new dynamic by bringing the Houthis to the negotiating table. The
humanita.rian efforts are also paying off with aid continuing to flow into the city and to the rest of
Yemen.
We share Congress' view about the need to end the conflict and redouble efforts to address
Yemen's many challenges. We remain strongly supportive of the UN Envoy's work to achieve
these goals~
My Embassy team and I will continue to update you regularly on developments but please feel
free to contact me if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Yousef Al Otaiba
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OFFICE OF THE AMBASSADOR.

June 27, 2018
The Honorable Ted Deutch
2447 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515--0922
·
Dear Representative Deutch,
On behalf of the Arab Coalition to Support the Legitimate Government of Yemen, I want to
provide you with an update on recent developments in the effort to lil::lerate Hodeida from the
Houthi rebel militias. I particularly want to highlight the comprehensive humanitarian efforts·
underway.
The Coalition's priorities regarding Hodeida are clear: maintain the flow of humanitarian
assistance and minimize the impact on the civilia.n population while maintaining pressure on the
. rebels to enter into meaningful political discussions. The Coalition's carefully calibrated military
pressure is working. After three years of intransigence, the Houthis are re-engaged in talks with
the l,JN Special Envoy.
·
The humanitarian efforts are also working. The port remains open - more than 25 ships have
unloaded food aid over the last four weeks. The Coalition is delivering aid to villages and areas
now under Yemeni Government control. A large-scale and comprehensive contingency plan to
provide aid into Hodeida is also in plac;:e. The Coalition has prepositioned tens of thousands of
tons of supplies i.n a.nd along the Red Sea with airplanes, trucks and ships ready to move into a
liberated Hodeida. (Additional detail on the humanitari.a.n efforts are below and in the
attachment.)
On the .diplomatic front, !he UAE and the Coalition strongly support the UN Special Envoy's
ongoing effort to secure a negotiated outcome that wiH involve the peaceful handover of the port
and the city by the Houthis to the legitimate Yemeni government. This is consistent with the
mandate of the Envoy and the coalition under UN Resolution 2216 - which explicitly calls for the
Houthis to disarm, evacuate urban areas.and recognize the legitimate Yemeni Government.
There is urgency to the 1:nvoy'.s efforts. The peqple of Hodeida are calling for liberation,
especially as the Houthis purposefully worsen conditions inside the city. UN and local reports .
continue to highlight Houthi human rights violations including the use of children soldiers,
shelling cJvman areas, forced evacuations, executions, huma.n shielding, indiscriminately
planting mines and IEDs, placing·tanksand snipers in residential areas,. and the destruction of
the water system.
·
Increasing pressure at Hodeida and in other areas of Yemenis .also designed to stem the flow
of sophisticated lranianweapons. As documented by the UN and by independent groups like
Conflict Armaments Research, Iran is providing direct support to the Houthis, enabling them to
. target Saudi Arabia with banistic missiles, to improve IEDs, and to threaten international .
navigation wit_h anti-ship missiles.
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The United Sta.te!l has a clear stake in the Coalition's success in Yemen. The US shc1re$ the
COcllitipn's priorities to meet the humanitarian needs of the Yemeni people, avoid civilian
casualties and restart the political process. At the same time, the Coalition is also advancing
other critical and common security objectives with the US: destroy AQAP, confront Iran, and
maintain freedom of navigation into the Red. Sea and Suez Canal.
For now, the immediate priority is to maintain the flow of hum.anitarian .assistance into Hodeida.
the port remains open .and continues to receive and unload ships. Due to the efforts of the UN,
the Coalition a.nd others, there are now more than 100,000 metric tons of food stockpiled in
Hodeida - sufficient to meet the needs of 6 million people for the next month. Tankers are in
port now unloading fuel. Another ship is at Al Saleef port unloading 53,000 tons of wheat.
According io internatipnal aid groups, these supplies continue to be distributed utilizing existing
networks and channels.
·
the Coalition has also put in place a comprehensive contingency plan to send aid into Hodeida
if the port is darnageq by the Houthis or otherwise disrupted. Teams of port operations and
logistics experts, along with ship-to-shore cranes and heavy equipment, are c1lreiidy positioned
in the Red Sea. More than 35,000 tons of addit.ional food and medical supplies are also in
position in and around the area, Shore landing craft and smaller vessels have been readied to
move supplies. Large quantities of aid are stockpiled in Aden and Mokha and 100 trucks have
been contracted and are available to move supplies north by road. Cargo aircraft have also
been prepared to establish a humanitarian air bridge.
Additionally, the UAE and the Coalition have developed alternative networks and routes for the
delivery of aid to Hodeida and points beyond, to be implemented should there be an attempt by
the Houthis to damage or destroy Hodeida's port, existing aid distribution networks, or other
infrastructure.
With the Houthis placing sea mines around the port, the Coa.lition's plans also include mineclearing operations to allow for the urgent resumption of large ship movements. the Coalition
has requested additional mine clearing assistance from the U.S. and France.
The Coalition is working closely with the UN and other intemationiil organizations to meet the
needs of internally displaced persons (IDPs) fleeing from Houthi-controlled areas. Locations for
temporary shelters and medical facilities have been identified and prepared.
The Houthis' indiscriminate use of land mines is complicating aid efforts and causing great
suffering to the civilian population. Yemen.i and Coalition experts have already cleared more
than 20,000 landmines.
Indisputable evidence of mining and other abuses has been provided through images and firsthand reports provided by people still in Hodeida, by the media, by Coalition reconnaissance
imagery, and by international org1;1nizations remaining in the city.
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The welladocumented litany of Houthi offenses committed i.n Hodeida over the last month
include:
•

•
•
•
•
•

the indisc.riminate placement of landmines and Improvised Explosive Oevices (IEOs),
often disguised as everyday objects making them a grave danger to innocent civilians
now and into the future;
the wholesale use of sea mines which threaten to impede critical deliveries of
humanitarian aid;
the positioning of heavy weapons and sniper nests in and among residenti.al buildings,
neighborhoods and villages;
blockin!,J the evacuation of civilians from conflict areas;
the purposeful destruction of the water system; and
the theft and diversion of humanitarian aid further enabled by the forced removal of
surveillance cameras from storage facilities managed by international aid groups.

These abuses should be condemned by the US and the international community. At I.he same
time, the UAE and the Coalition have listened carefully to the perspectives, concerns, and
recommendations of Congress, the Administration, the UN, NGOs, and other humanitarian
actors. The UAE, Coalition and Yemeni Government military operations around Hodeida have
been carefully calibrated and targeted to avoid civilian casualties and mi.n.imize damage to vital
infrastructure (including the port). This is in conformity with international humanitarian law, and
to provide-the Houthis with the greatest possible opportunity to withdraw peacefully from
Hodeida.
The UAE's current humanitarian efforts in Yemen are not new. The UAE has been one of the
largest historic aid providers to the country. In just the period from April 2015 to May 2018, th11
UAE contributed USO $3.7 billion in aid to Yemen. In 2018, the UAE pledged USO $465 million
to support the UN Humanitarian Response Plan for Yemen, in addition to the USO $34 million
pledged to restore Yemen's sea and airports.
The situation in Hodeida is a critical turning point in the three-year Yemen conflict. The military
pressure is creating a new dynamic by bringing the Houthis to the negotiating table. The
humanitarian efforts ·are also paying off with aid continuing to flow into the city and to the rest qf
. Yemen.
We share Congress' view about the need to end the conflict a.nd redouble efforts to address
Yemen's many challenges. We remain strongly supportive of the UN Envoy's work to achieve
these goals.
·
·
My Embassy team and I will continue to update you regularly on developments but please feel
free to contact me if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Yousef Al Otaiba
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June 27,

io1B

The Hortorable Nancy Pelosi
233 Cannon House Office Building
· Washington, DC 20515-0512
Dear Represehtalive Pelosi,
On behalf of the Arab Coalition to Support the Legitimate Government of Yemen, I want to
provide you with an update on recent developments in the effort to liberate Hodeida from the
Houthi rebel militias. I particularly want t9 highlight the comprehensive humanitarian efforts
unc:terway.
The Coalitibh's priorities regarding Hcideida are clear: maintain the flow of humanitarian
assistance and minimize the impact on the civilian population while maintaining pressure on the
rebels to enter into meaningful political discussions. The Coalition's carefully calibrated military
pressure is working: After three years.of intransigence, t_he H_outhis are re-engaged in talks with
the UN Special Envoy:
The humanitarian efforts are also working. The port remains Open - more than 25 ships have
unloaded food aid over the last four weeks. The Coalit_ion is delivering aid to villages and areas
now under Yemeni Government control. A large-scale and comprehensive contingency plan to
provide aid into Hodeida is also in place. The Coalition has prepositioned tens of thousa_nds of
tons of supplies ih and along the Red Sea with airplanes, trucks and ships ready to move into a
liberated Hodeida. (Additional detail on the humanitarian efforts are below and in the
attachment.)
On the diplomatic front, the UAE and the Coalition strongly support the UN Special Envoy's
ongoing effort to secure a negotiated outcome that will involve the peaceful handover of the port
and the city by the Houthis to the legitimate Yemeni government. This is consistent with the
mandate of the Envoy and the coalition under UN Resolution 2216 - which explicitly cc1lls for the
Houthis to disarm, evacuate urban areas and recognize the legitimate Yemeni Government
There is urgency to the Envoy's efforts. The people of Hodeida are calling for liberation,
especially as the Houthis purposefully worsen conditions inside the city. UN and local reports
. continue to highlight Houthi human rights violations including the use of chUdren s9ldiers,
shelling civilian areas,· forced evacuations, executions, human shielding, indiscriminately
planting mines and IEDs, placing tanks and snipers in residentiai areas, and the destruction of.
the water system.
Increasing pressure at Hodeida and i_n other area$ of Yemen is also designed to stem the flow
of sophisticated Iranian weapons. As documented by the UN and by independent groups like
Conflict Armaments Research, Iran is providing direct support to the Houthis, enabling them to
target Saudi_ Arabia with ballistic missiles, to improve IE:Ds, and to threaten international
navigation with anti-ship missiles.
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The United States has a clear stake in.the Coalition's success in Yemen. The US shares the
Coalition's priorities to meet the humanitarian needs of the Yemeni people, avoid civilian
casualties and restart the political process. Atthe same time, I.he Coalition is also advancing
other critical and common security objectives wit.h I.he US: destroy AQAP, confront Iran, and
maintain freedom of navigation into the Red Sea and Suez Canal.
For now, the immediate priority is to maintain the flow of humanitarian assistance into Hodeida.
The port remains open and continues to receive and un.load ships. Due to the efforts of the UN,
. the Coalition and others, there are now more than 100,000 metric tons of food stockpiled in
Hodeida ~ sufficient to meet the needs of 6 million people for the next month. Tankers are in
port now unloading fuel. Another ship is at Al Saleef port unloading 53,000 tons of wheat.
According to .international aid groups, these supplies continue to be distributed utilizing existing
networks and channels.
The Coalition has also put in place a comprehensive contingency plan to send aid ihto Hodeida
if the port is damaged by the Houthis or otherwise disrupted. Teams of port operations and
logistics experts, along with ship-to-shore cranes and heavy equipment, are already positioned
in the Red Sea. More than 35,000 tons of add.ilional fQOd and medical supplies are also in
position in and around the area. Shore landing craft and smaller vessels have been readied to
move supplies. Large quantities of aid are stockpiled in Aden and Mokha and 100 trucks have
been contracted and are available to move supplies north by road. Cargo aircraft have also
been prepared to establish a humanitarian air bridge.
Additionally, the UAE and the Coalition have .developed .alternative ne.tworks and routes for the
delivery of aid to Hodeida and points beyond, to be implemented should there be an attempt by
the Houthis to damage or destroy Hodeida's port, existing aid distribution networks, or other
infrastructure.
With the Houthis placing sea mines around the port, the Coalition's plans 11lso include mine"
clearing operations to allow for the urgent resumption of large ship movements. the Coalition
has reque$ted additional mine clearing assistance from the U.S. and France.
The Coalition is working closely with the UN and other international org;mizations to meet the
needs of internally displaced persons (IDPs) fleeing from Houthiacontrolled areas. Locations for
temporary shelte.rs and medical facilities have been identified and prepared,
The Houthis' indiscriminate use of land mines is complicating ai.d efforts and causing great
suffering to the civilian population. Yemeni and Coalition experts have already cleared more
than 20,000 landmines.
Indisputable evidence of mining and other abuses has been provided through images and firsthand reports provided by people still in Hodeida, by the meclia, by Coalition reconnaissance
imagery, and by international organizations remaining in the city.
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The well-documented litany of Houthi offenses committed in Hodeida over the Jast month
include:
•

•
•
•
•
•

the indiscriminate placement of landmines and Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs),
often disguised as everyday objects making them a grave danger to innocent civilians
now and into the future;
the wholesale use of sea mines which threaten to impede critical deliveries of
humanitarian aid;
the positiOning of heavy weapons a_nd sniper nests in and among residential buildings,
neighborhoods and villages;
blocking the evacuation of civilian_s from conflict areas;
the purposeful destruction of the water system; and
the theft and diversion of humanitarian aid further enabled by the forced rem.oval of
surveillance cameras from storage facilities managed by international aid groups.

These .abuses should be condemned by the US and the international community. At the same
time, the UAE and the Coalition have listened carefully to the perspectives, concerns, and
recommendations of Congress, the Administration, the UN, NGOs, and ot_her humanitarian
actors. The UAE, Coalition and Yemeni Government military operations around Hodeida have
been carefully calibrated and targeted to avoid civilian casualties and minimize damage to vital
infrastructure (including the port). This is in conformity with international humanitarian law, and
to provide the Houthis with the greatest possible opportunity to withdraw peacefully from
Hodeida.
· ·
The UAE's current humanitarian efforts in Yemen are not new. The UAE has been one of the
largest historic aid providers to the country. In just the period from April 20.15 to May 2018, the
UAE contributed USO $3.7 billion in aid to Ye.men. In 2018, the UAE pledged USO $465 million
to support the UN Humanitarian Response Plan for Yemen, in addition to the USO $34 r11i11ion
pledged to restore Yemen's sea and airports.
The situation in_ Hodeida is a critical turning point in the three-year Yemen conflict. The military
pressure is creating-a new dynamic by bringing the Houthis to the negotiating table. The
humanitarian efforts are also paying off with aid continuing to flow into the city and to the rest Of
Yemen.
We share Congress' view about the need to end the conflict and redouble efforts to address
Yemen's many challenges. We remain strongly supportive of the UN Envoy's work to achieve
these goals.
·
·
My Embassy team and I will continue to update you regularly on developments but please feel
free to contact me if you have any questions.
·
Sincerely,

Yousef Al Otaiba
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OFFl(l; OF THE AMllASSADOR

June 27, 2018
The Honorable Ted Yoho
511 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515-0903
Dear Representative Yoho,
On behalf of the Arab Coalition to Support the Legitimate Government of Yemen, I want to
provide you with an update on recent developments in the effort to liberate Hodeida from the
Houthi rebel militias. I particularly want to highlight I.he comprehensive humanitarian efforts
underway.
The Coalition's priorities regarding Hodeida are clear: maintain the flow of humanitarian
assistance and minimize the impact on the civilian population while maintaining pressure on the
rebels to enter into meaningful political discussions. The Coalition's carefully calibrated military
pressure is working. After three years of intransigence, the Houthis are re-engaged in talks with
the UN Special Envoy.
The humanitarian efforts are also working. The port remains open - more than 25 ships have
unloaded food aid over the last four weeks. The Coalition is delivering aid to villages and areas
now under Yemeni Government control. A large-scale and comprehensive contingency plan to
provide aid into Hodeida is also in place. The Coalition has prepositioned tens of thousands of
tons of supplies in and along the Red Sea with airplanes, trucks and ships ready to move into a
liberated Hodeida. (Additional detail on the human.itarian efforts are below and in the
. attachment.)
On the diplomatic front, the UAE and the Coalition strongly support the UN Special Envoy's
ongoing effort to secure a negotiated outcome that will involve the peaceful handover of the port
and the city by the Houthis to the legitimate Yemeni government. This is consistent with the
mandate of I.he Envoy and the coalition under UN Resolution 2216 -wh.ich explicitly calls fot the
Houthis to disarm, evacuate urban areas and recognize the legitimate Yemeni Government.
There is urgency to the Envoy's efforts .. The people of Hodeid.a are calling for liberation,
especially as the Houthis purposefullyworsen conditions inside the city. UN and local reports
continue tq highlight Houthi human rights violations including the use of ch.i.ldren soldiers,
shelling civilian areas, forced evacuations, executions, h.u.man shielding, indiscriminately
planting mines and IEDs, placing tanks and snipers in residential areas, and the destruction of
the water system.
Increasing pressure at Hodeida and in other areas of Yemen is also designed to stem the flow

of sophisticated 1.ranian weapons. As documented by the UN and by independent groups like
Conflict Armaments Research, Iran is providing direct support to the Houthis, enabling them to
target Saudi Arabia with ballistic missiles, to improve IEDs, and to threaten international
navigation with anti-ship missiles.
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The United Stiites has a clear stake in the Coalition's success in Yemen. The US· shares the
Coaliti.on's priorities to meet the humanitarian. needs of the Yemeni people, avoid civilian
ca.sualties and restart the political process. At the same time, the Coalition is also advancing
other critical and common security objectives with the US: destroy AQAP, confront Iran, and
maintain freedom of navigation into the Red Sea and Suez Canal.
For now, the immediate priority is to maintain the flow of humanit.i.rian c!.ssist.ance in\o Hodeida.
The port remains open and continues to receive and unload ships. Due to the efforts of the UN,
the Coalition and others, there are now more than 100,000 metric tons of food stockpiled in
Hodeid.a ~ sufficient to meet the needs of 6 million people for the next month. Tankers are in
port now unloading fuel. Another ship is at Al Saleef port unloading 53,000 tons of wheat.
According to intemat.ional aid groups, these supplies continue to be distributed utilizing existing
networks and channels.
The Coalition has also put in place a comprehensive contingency plan to send aid. into Hodeida
if the port is damaged by the Houthis or otherwise disl'llpted. Teams of port operations and
logistics experts, along with ship-to-shore cranes and heavy equipment, are already positioned
in the Red Sea. More than 35,000 tons of additional food and medicaLsupplies are also in
position in and around the area. Shore landing craft and s·rnalier vessels have been readied to
move supplies. Large quantities of aid are stockpiled in Aden and Mokha and 100 trucks have
been contracted and are available to move supplies north by road. Cargo aircraft have also
been prepared to establish a human.itarian ai.r bridge.
Additionally, the UAE and the Coalition have developed alternative networks and routes for the
delivery of aid to Hodeida and points beyond, to be implemented should there be an attempt by
the Houthis to damage or destroy Hodeida's port, existing aid distribution networks, or other ·
infrastructure.
With the Houthis placing sea mines around the port, the Coalition's plans aJso include mineclearing operations to allow for the urgent resumption of large ship movements. The Coalition
has requested additional mine clearing assistance from .the U.S. and France.
The Coalition isworkirig closely with the UN and other international organizations to meet the
needs of internally displaced persons (I DPs) fleeing from Houthi-controlled areas. Locations for
temporary shelters and medical facilities have been identified and prepared.
The Houthis' indiscriminate use of land mines is complicating aid efforts and causing great
suffering to the civilian population. Yemeni and Coalition experts have already cleared more
ttilin 20,000 landmines.
Indisputable evidence of mining and other abuses has been provided through images and first- ·
hand reports provided by people still in Hodeida, by the media, by COlilition reconnaissance
imagery, and by international organizations remaining i.n the city.
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The well 0 documented litany of Houthi offenses committed in Hodeida over the last month
include:
•

•
•
•
•
•

the indiscriminate placement of landmines and Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs),
often disguised as everyday objects making,them a grave danger to innocent civilians
now and into the futµre;
the wholesf!le use of sea mines which threaten to impede critical deliveries of
humanitarian aid;
the positioning of heavy weapons and sniper nests in and among residential buildings,
neighborhoods and villages;
blocking the evacuation, of civilians from conflict arec1s;
the purposeful destruction of the water system; and
the theft and diversion of humanitarian aid further enabled by the forced removal of,
surveillance cameras from storage facilities managed by international aid groups.

These abµses s_hould be condemned by the US and the internationa,I community. At the same
time, the UAE and the Coalition have listened ec1refully to the perspectives, concerns, and
recommendations of Congress, the Administration, the UN, NGOs, and other h,um.initarian
actors, The UAE, Coalition andYemeni Government military operations around Hodeida have
been carefully calibrated and targeted to avoi,d civilian casualties and minimize damage to vital
infrastructure (including the port). This is in conformity with international humanita,rian law, and
to provide the Houthis with the greatest possible opportunity to withdraw peacefully from
Hodeida.
The U,AE's current humanitarian efforts in Yemen are not new. The UAE has been one of t,he
largest historic aid providers to the country. In just the period from ApriJ2015 to May 2018, the
UAE contributed USD $3.7 billion in aid to Yemen. In 2018, the UAE pledged USD $465 million
to support the UN Human~arian Response Plan for Yemen, in addition to the USD $34 milli,on
pledged to restore Yemen's sea and airports.
The situation in Hodeida is a critical turning point ,in the three-year Yemen conflict. The military
pressure is creating a new dynamic by bringing the Houthis to the negotiating table. The
humanitarian efforts are also paying off with aid continuing to flow into the city and to the rest of
Yemen.
,
We share Congress' view about the need to end the conflict and·redouble efforts to address
Yemen's many challenges. We remain strongly supportive of the UN Envoy's work to achieve
these goals.
My Embassy team and I will continue to update you regularly on developments but please feel
free to contact me if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Yousef Al Otaiba
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OFFICE OF THE AMBASSADOR

June 27, 201 B
The Honorable Chris Coons
127A Russe ii Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
·
Dear Senator Coons,

On behalf of the Arab Coalitic;m to Support the Legitimate G.ovemment of Yemen, I want to
provide you with an update on recent developments in the effort to liberate Hodeida from the
Houthi rebel militias. I particularly want to highlight the comprehensive humanitarian efforts
underway.
·
·
The Coalition's priorities regarding Hodeida are clear: maintain the flow of humanitarian
assistance and minimize the impact on the civilian population while maintaining pressure on the
rebels to enter into meaningful political discussion.s .. The Coalition's c.irefully calibrated military
pressure is working. After three years of intransigence, the Houthis are re-engaged in talks with
the UN Special Envoy.
Tlie humanitarian efforts are also working. The port remains open - more than 25 ships have
unloaded food aid over the last four weeks, The Coalition is delivering aid to villages and areas
now under Yemeni Govemme.nt control. A large-scale and comprehensive contingency plan to
provide aid into Hodeida is also in place. The Coalition has prepositioned tens of thousands of
tons of supplies in and along the Red Sea with airplanes, trucks and ships ready to move into a
liberated Hodeida. (Additional detail on the humanitarian efforts are below and in the
attachment.)
On the diplomatic front, the UAE and the Coal.ition strongly support the UN Special Envoy's
ongoing effort to secure a negotiated outcome that will involve the peaceful handover of the port
and the city by the Houthis to the legitimate Yemeni government. This is consistent with the
mandate of the Envoy and.the coalition under UN Resolution 2216-s which explicitly calls for the
Houthis .to disarm, evacuate urban areas and recognize the legitimate Yemeni Government.
There is urgency to the Envoy's efforts. The people of Hodeida are calling for liberation,
especially as the Houthis purposefully worsen conditions inside the city. l.JN and local reports
continue to highlight Houthi. human rights violations including the ui;e of children soldiers,
sheHing civilian areas, forced evaCJJations, executions, human shielding, indiscriminately
planting mines and IEDs, placing tanks and snipers in residential areas, and the c:lestruction of
the water system.
Increasing pressure at Hodeida and in otlier areas of Yemen is also designed to stem the flow
of sophisticated Iranian weapons. As documented by the UN imd by independent groups like
Conflict Armaments Research, Iran is providing direct support to the Houthis, enabling them to
target Saudi Arabia with ballistic missiles, to improve IEDs, and to threaten international
navigation with anti-ship missiles.
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I
The United; States has a clear stake in the Coalition's success in Yemen. The US sh.i.res the
Coalition's priorities to meet the humanitarian needs of the Yemeni people, avoid civilian
casualties and restart the political process. At the same time, the Coalition is also advancing
· other criti~I and common s_ecurity objectives wi'th the US: destroy AQAP, confront Iran, and
maintain freedom of navigation into the Red Sea and Suez Canal.
For now, the immediate priority is to maintain the flow of hllmanitarian assistance into Hodeida.
The port remains open and continues to receive and unload ships. Due to the efforts of the UN,
the Coalition and others, there are now more than 100,000 metric tons of-food stockpiled in
Hodeida - Sufficient to meet the needs of 6 minion people for the next month. Tankers are in
port now unloading fuel. Another ship is at Al Saleef port unloading 53,000 tons of wheat.
According to international aid groups, these supplies continue to be distributed utilizing existing
networks and channels.
The .Coalition has also put in place a comprehensive contingency plan to send aid into Hodeida
if the port is damaged by the Houthis or otherwise disrupted. Teams of port operations and
logistics experts, along with ship-to-shore cranes and heavy equipment, are. already positioned
in the Red Sea. More than 35,000 tons of additional food and medical supplies are also in
position in a.nd around the area. Shore landing craft and smaller vessels have been readied to
move supplies. Large quantities of aid are stockpiled in Aden and Mok.ha and 100 trucks have
been contracted and are available to move supplies north by road. Cargo aircraft have also
been prepared to establish a humanitarian air bridge.
·
Additionally, the UAE and the Coalition have developed alternative networks and routes for the
delivery of aid to Hodeida and points beyond, to be implemented should there be an attempt by
the Houthis to damage or destroy Hodeida's port, existing aid distribution networks, or other ·
infrastructure.
I

.

With the Houthis placing sea mines around the port, the Coalitiqn's plans also include mineclearing operations to allow for the urgent resumption of large ship movements. The Coalition
has requested additional mine clearing assistance from the U.S. an.d France.
The Coalition is working closely with the UN a.nd qther international organizations to meet the
needs of internally displaced persons (ID.Ps) fleeing from Houthi-controlled areas. Locations for
temporary shelterS and medical facilities have been identified and prepared.
The Houthis' indiscriminate use of land mines is complicating aid efforts and causing great
suffering to the civilian population. Yemeni and Coalition experts have already cleared more
than 20,000 landmines.
Indisputable evidence of mining and other abuses has been provided through images and firsthand rep9rts provided by people still in Hodeida, by the media, by Coalition reconnaissance
imagery, and by international organizations remaining in the city.
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The well--0opumented litany of Houthi offenses committed in Hodeida over the last month
include:
:
.•

•
•
•
•
•

the i.nd.iscriminate placement of landmines and Improvised Explosive Devices (IEOs),
often disguised as everyday objects making them a grave danger to innocent civilians
now and into the future;
the wholesale use of sea mine.s which threaten to impede critical deliveries of
humanitarian aid;
.
the positioning of heavy weapons and sniper nests in and among residential buildings,
neighborhoods and villages;
blocking the evacuation of civilians from conflict areas;
the purposeful destruction of the water system; a.nd
the theft and diversion of humanitarian aid further enabl.ed by the forced removal of
surveillance cameras from storage facilities managed l:>y international aid groups.

T.hese abuses should be condemned by the US and the intern·auonal community. At the same
time, the UAE and the Coalition have listened carefully to ttie perspectives, concerns, and
recommendations of Congress, the Administration, the UN; NGOs, and other humanitarian
actors. The UAE, Coalition and Yemeni Government military operations around. Hodeida have
been carefully calibrated and targeted to avoid civma.n ca.sualties and minimize damage to vital
infrastructure (including the port). This is iri conformity with international humanitarian law, and
to provide the Houthis with the greatest possible opportunity to withdraw peacefully from
Hodeida.
The UAE's current humanitaria.n efforts i.n Yemen are not new. The.LJAE has been one of the
largest historic aid providers to the country. In just the period from April 2015 to May 2018, the
UAE contributed USO $3.7 billion in aid to Yemen. In 2018, the UAE pledged USO $465 million
to support the UN Humanitarian Response (:>Ian for Yemen, in addition to the USO $34 million
pledged to restore Yemen's sea and airports.
I

.

The situation in Hodeida is a critical turning :point in the three-year Yemen conflict. The military
pressure is creating a new dynamic by bringing the Houthis to the negotiating table. The
humanitarian efforts are also paying off witn aid continuing to flow into the city and to the rest of
Yemen.
We share Congress' view a.bo1.1t the need to end the conflicf and redouble efforts to address
Yemen's many challenges. We remain strongly supportive of the UN Envoy's work to achieve
these goals.
·
My Embassy team and I will continue to update you reg1Jlarly on developments but please feel
free to contact me if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Yousef Al Otaiba
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Ju_ne 27, 2018
The Honorable K_amala Harris.
112 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Harris,
On behalf of the Arab Coalition to Support the Legitimate Government of Yemen, I want to
provide you with an update on recent developments in the effort to liberate Hodeida from the
Houthi rebel militias. I particularly want to highlight t_he comprehensive humanitarian efforts
underway.
the Coalition's priorities regan:ling Hodeida are clear: maintain the flow ofhumanitarian
assista_nce and minimize the impact on the civilian populatii;>nwhile maintaining pressure on the
rebels to enter into meaningful political discussions. The Coalition's carefully calibrated military
pressure'is working. After three years of intransigence, the Houthis are re-engaged in talks with
the UN Special Envoy.
·
The humanitarian efforts are also working. The port remains open - more than 25 ships have
unloaded food aid over the _last fol.Ir weeks. ;The Coalition is delivering aid to villages and areas
now under Yeme_ni Government control. A large-scale and comprehensive contingency plan to
provide aid into Hodeida is also in place. The Coalition has prepositioned tens of thousands of
tons of supplies in and along the Red Sea with airplanes, trucks and ships ready to move into a
liberated Hodeida. (Additional detail on the humanitarian efforts are _below and in the
attachrnent.)
·
·
·
On the diplomatic front, the UAE and the Coalition strongly support the UN Special Envoy's
ongoing effort to secure a negotiated outcome that will involve the peaceful handover of the port
and the city by the Houthis to the legitimate Yemeni government. This is consistent with the
mandate of the Envoy and the coalition under UN Resolution 2216 -which explicitly cans for the
Houthis to disarm, evacuate urban areas and recognize the legitimate Yemeni Govemment.
There is urgency to the Envoy's efforts. the people of Hodeida are calling for liberation,
especially as the H0uthis purposefully worsen conditions inside the city. UN and local reports
continue to highlight Houthi hum!l_n rights violations including the use of children soldiers,
shelling civilian areas, forced evacuations; executions, human shielding, indiscriminately .
planting mines and IEDs, placing tanks and snipers in residential areas, arid the des_truction of
the water system.
Increasing pressure at Hodeida and in other areas of Yemen is also clesigned to stem the. flow
of sophisticated Iranian weapons. As documented by the UN and by independent groups like
Conflict Armaments Research, Iran is providing.direct support to the Houthis, l,lnabling them to
target Saudi Arabia With ballistic. missiles, to improve IEDs, and to threaten international
navigation with anti-ship missiles,
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The United States has a clear stake in the Coalition's success in Yemen. The US shares the
Coalition's priorities to meet the. humanitarian needs of the Yemen[ people, avoid civilian
casualties and restart the political process. At the same time, the Coalition is also advancing
other critical and common security objectives wit.h t.he US: destroy AQAP, confront Iran, and
maintain freedom of navigation into the Red Sea and Suez Canal.
·
For now, the immediate priority is to maintain the flow of humanitarian. assii.tance into Hodeida.
The port remains open and continues to receive and unload ships. Due to the efforts of the UN,
the Coalition and others, there are now more than 100,000 metric tons of food stockpiled in
Hodeida - sufficient to meet the .needs of 6 million people for the next month. Tankers are in
port now unloading fuel. Another ship is at Al Saleef port unloading 53,000 tons of wheat.
According to international a.id groups, these supplies continue to be distributed utilizing existing
networks. and channels.
The Coalition has also put in place a comprehensive contingency plan IQ send aid into Hodeida
if the port is damaged by the Houthis or otherwise disrupted. Teams of port operations and
logistics experts, along with ship-to-shore cranes and heavy equipment, are already positioned
in the Red Sea. More than 35,000 tons of additional food and medical supplies are also in
position in and around the a!"Ela. Sha.re landing craft and smaller vessels have been readied to
move suppiies. Large quantities of aid ai:e stockpiled iii Aden and Mokha and 100 trucks have
been contracted and are available to move supplies north by road. Cargo aircraft have also
been prepared to establish a humanitarian air bridge.
Additionally, the UAE and the Coalition have developed alternative networks and routes forthe
delivery of aid to Hodeida and points beyond, to be implemented should there be an attempt by
the Houthis to damage or destroy Hodeida's port, existing aid distribution networks, or other
infrastructure.
With the Houthis placing sea mines around the port, the Coalition's plans also include mineclearing operations to allow for the urgent resumption of large ship movements. The Coalition
has requested additional mine clearing assistance from the U.S. and France.
The Coalition is working closely with the UN and other international organizations to meet I.he
needs of internally displaced persons (I DPs) fleeing from Houthi-controlled areas. Locations. for
temporary shelters and medical facilities have been identified and prepared.
The Houthis' indiscriminate use of land mines is complicating aid efforts and causing great
suffering to the civilian population. Yemeni and Coal.ition experts have already cleared more
than 20,000 landmines.
·
Indisputable evidence of mining and other abuses has been provided through images and firsthand reports provided by people still in Hodeida, by the media, by Coalition reconnaissance
imagery, and by international organizations remaining in the city.
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The well-documented litany of Houthi offenses cpmmitted in Hodeida over the last month
include:
•

•
•
•
•
•

the indiscriminate placement of landmines and Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs),
often disguised as everyday objects ma~ing them a grave danger to innocent civilians
now and into I.he future;
the wholesale use of sea mines which threaten to impede critical deliveries of
humimitiirian aid;
the positioning of heavy weapons and snJper nests in and among residential buildings,
neighborhoods and villages;
blocking the evacuation of civilians from conflict areas;
the purposeful destruction of the water system; and
the theft and diversion of humanitarian aid further enabled by the·forced removal of
surveillance cameras from storage facilities managed by international aid groups.

These abuses should be condemned by the US and the international community. At the same
time, the UAE and the Coalition have listened carefully to the perspectives, concerns, and
recomme.ndations of Congress, the Administration, the UN, NGOs, and other humanitarian
actors. The UAE, Coalition and Yemeni Government military operations around Hodeida have
been carefully calibrated and targeted to avoid civilian casualties and minimize damage to vital
infrastructure (inclllding the port). This is in conformity with international humanitarian law, and
to provide the Houthis with the greatest possible opportunity to withdraw peacefully from
Hodeida.
·
The UAE's current humanitarian efforts in Yemen are not new. The UA.E ha.s been one of the
largest historic aid providers to the country .. In just the period from April 2015 to May 2018, the
UAE contributed USD $3. 7 billion in aid to Yemen. In 2018, the UAE pledged USD $465 mi.Ilion
to support the UN Humanijarian Response Plan for Yemen, in addition to the USD $34 million
pledged to restore Yemen's sea and airports.
The. situation in Hodeida is a critical turning point in the three-year Yemen conflict. The military
pressure is creating a new dynamic by bringing the Houthis to the negotiating table. The
humanitarian efforts are also paying off with aid continuing to flow into the city and to the rest of
Yemen.
We share Congress' view about the need to end the conflict and redouble efforts to address
Yemen's many challenges. We remain strongly supportive of the UN Envoy's work to achieve
these goals.
·
My Embassy team and .I will continue to update you regularly on developments but please feel
free to contact me if you have any questions.
Sincerely;

Yousef Al Otaiba
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The Honorable nm Kl!ine _ , 11 _
231 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
• I•
'

/i

Dear Senator Kaine,

. 'i
1

i

I

On behalf of the Arab Coalition/~o Sypport the Legitimate Government of Yemen, I want to
provide you With ,m update on recent developments in the effort to liberate Hodeida from the
Houthi rebel militias. I particuicl,rly want to highlight the comprehensive human_itarian efforts
1!
underway.
·
,_,

The Coa_l_ition's priorities regarding Hodeida are clear: maintain t_he flow of humanitarian
assistance and minimize the in\pact on the civi_lian popylation while maintaining pressure on the
rebels to enter into meanin11fuljpolitic:al discussions. fhe Coalition's carefully calibrated military
pressure is working. After three years of intransigence, the Houthis are. re-engaged in talks with
the UN Special Envoy.
1i
·
·
· ·
·
Ii
The humanitarian efforts are also working. The port remains open - more than 25 ships have
!Jnloaded food aid over the last four weeks. l;he Coalition is delivering aid to villages and areas
now under Yemeni Gbvernmeht control. A large-scale and comprehensive contingency plan to
provide aid into Hodeida is alsp in place. The Coalition has prepositioned tens of thousands of
tons c;>f supplies in and. along tt\e Red Sea with airplanes, trucks and ships ready to move into a
liberated Hodeida. (Additional ,detail on the humanitarian efforts are below and in the
attachment.)
_
/:
-On the diplomatic front the ufE and the Coalition strongly support the UN Special Envoy's
. ongoing effort to secure a negotiated outcome th_l!t will involve the peaceful handover of the port
and the city by the Houthis to the legitimate Yemeni government. This is consistent with the
mandate ofthe Envoy and theicoalition under UN Resolution 2216 -which explicitly calls for the
Hoythis to disarm, evacuate u~ban areas and recognize the legitimate Yemenl Government.
There is urgency to the Envo/s efforts. The people of Hodeida are calling for liberation, .
especially as the Houthis purposefully worSen conditions inside the city. UN and local reports '
continue to higlllight Houthi h~man rights violations including the use of children soldiers,
shelling civilian areas, forced ~vacuations, executions, h!lman shielding, indiscriminately
planting mines and IEDs, placing tanks and snipers in residential areas, and the destruction of
the w;;iter system.
_
/1 ·
_
,
11·

.

Increasing pressure at Hodeida and in other areas of Yemen is also designed to stem the flow
of sophisticated lrElnia,n weappns. As documented by the UN and by independent groups like
Conflict Armaments Researc?, Iran is providing direct ~llpport to the Houthis, enabling them to
_ target Saudi Arabia with ballil!)ic missiles, to improve IEDs, and to threaten international
navigation With anti-ship missiles.
.
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The United States has a clear stake in the Coalition's success in Yemen. The US shares the
Coalition's priorities to meet the:humahitarian needs of the Yemeni people, avoid c.ivilian
casualties 1md restart the poliliCfll process. At the same time, the Coalition is a.Isa advancing
other critical and common secu~ity objectives with the US: destroy AQAP, confront Iran, and
maintain freedom of navigation into the Red Sea .and Suez Canal.
1

.

-

'I

For now, the immediate priorityjis to maintain the flow of humanitarian assistance into Hodeida.
The port remains open and continues to receive and unload ships. Due lo the efforts of the UN,
the Coalition and others, there ~re now more than 100,000 metric tons of food stockpiled in
Hodeida.~ sufficient to meet the needs of 6 million people. for the next month, Tankers are in
port now unloading fuel. Another ship is at Al Sa.leef port unloading 53,000 tons of wheat.
According to international aid g~oups, these supplies continue to be distributed utilizing existing
networks and channels.
11
.
.
·.
. . ·
The Coalition has also put in pl~ce a comprehensive contingency plan to send aid into Hodeida
if the port is damaged by the Hputhis or otherwise disrupted. Teams of port operations a.nd
logistics experts, along wifh ship-to-shore cranes and heavy equipment, are already positioned
in the Red Sea, More tha.n 35,000 tons of addit.ional food and medic.al supplies are also in
position in and around the area,, Shore landing craft and smaller vessels have been readied to
move supplies. Large quantiti;s of aid are stockpiled in Aden and Mokha and 100 trucks have
been contracted and are avail~ble to move supplies north by road. Cargo aircraft have also
been prepared to establish a hl~m;initarian air bridge.
Additionally, the UAE and the Coalition have developed alternative networks and routes for the
delivery of aid to Hodeida and 'points beyond, to pe implemented should there be an attempt by
the Houthis lo damage or destroy Hod.eida's port, existing aid distribution networks, or other
infrastructure.
·
I:,,
·
With the Houthis placing sea rriines around the port, the Coalition's plans also include mineclearing operations to al.low fot,the urgent resumption of.large ship movements. The Coalition
has requested additional mine clearing assistance from the U.S. and Fra.nce.
I,
I
The Coalition.is working closely with the 1,JN and other international organizations to meet the
needs of internally displaced persons (I DPs) fleeing from Houlhi-controlled areas. Locations for
temporary shelters and mediciil facilities have been identified and prepared.
·
I'
.
The Houthis' indiscriminate use of land mines is complicating aid efforts and causing great
suffering to the c_ivilian population. Yemeni and Coalition experts have already cleared more
than 20,000 limdmines.
!
·
1

Indisputable evidence of mining and other abuses has been provided through images and firsthand reports provided by peo~le still in .Hodeida, by the media, by Coalition reconnaissance
imagery, a_nd l:!y i_nternational prganizations remaining in the city.
11
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The well-documented litany ofI· Houthi offenses committed in Hodeida over the last montfl
include:
!
· ·
'

•

•

'

the indiscrimi_nate plac~ment of landmines and Improvised Explosive Oevices (IEDs),
often disguised as eve~day objects making them a grave danger to innocent civilians
now and into the future;
. the wholesale use of sea mines which threaten to impede critical deliveries c;,f
humanitarian aid;
\
the positioning of heavy weapons and sniper nests in and among residential buildings,
neighborhoods and villages;
blocking the evacuatio~lof civilians from conflict areas;
the purposeful destructi,on of the waler system; and
. the theft and diversion o,f humanitarian aid further enabled by the forced removal of
_ surveillance cameras frtm storage facilities managed by international aid groups.
·

•
o

•
•
-

_

.

_

·

1

These abuses should be condemned by the US and the international comm1,mity. At the same
time, the UAE and the Coalilioni have listened carefully to the perspectives, concerns, and
recommendations of Congress,l 1the Administration, the UN, NGOs, an~ other humanitarian
. actors. The UAE_, Coalit_ion_ andi Yemeni Government military operations around Hodeida have.
been carefully calib_rated and tafoeted to avoid civilian casualties and minimize damage to vital
infrastructure (including the port). This is in conformity with international humanitarian law, and
to provide the Houthis with the greatest possible opportunity to withdraw peacefufjy from
Hodeida.
. ___ , __ \s .
_
__
The U_AE's current humanitarian efforts In Yemen are not new. The UAE has been one of the
largest historic aid providers to the country. In just the period from April 2015 to I\A.:1y2018, the
UAE contributed USO $3.7 billion in aid to Yemen. In 2018, the UAE pledged USO $465 million
to support the UN Humariitarian::Response Plan for Yemen, in addition to the USO $34 million
pledged to restore Yemen's sea ~md a[rports.
1

The situation in Hodt:iida is a critical turning point in the three-year Yemen conflict. The military
pressure is creating a new dynamic by bringing the Hquthis to the negotiating table. The
humanitarian efforts are also pa~ing off with aid continuing to flow into.the city and to the rest of
Yemen.
- I·
we share Congress' view aboutithe need to end the conflict and redouble efforts to address ·
Yemen's many challenges. We ~emain strongly supportive of the UN Envoy's work to achieve
these goals.
I
.
I

My Embassy team and I will continue to update you regularly on developments but please feel
free to contact me if you hav~ a1'y questions.
Sincerely,

~o-7 0\-:l,

I

Yousef Al Otaiba

I

I
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June 27, 2018
The Holioral:lle Jim lnhofe
05 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 2051.0-3.603
Dear Senator lnhofe,
On behalf of the Ara.b Coalition ·lo Support the Legitimate Government of Yemen, I want to
provide you With an update on recent developments in the effort to liberate Hodeida from the
Houthi rebel militias. I particularly want to highlight the comprehensive humanitarian efforts
underway.
The Coalition's priorities regarding Hodeida are c.le<1.r: maintain the flow Of humanitarian
assistance and minimize the impact on the c.ivilian population while maintaining pressure on the
rebels. to enter into meaningful political discussions. The Coalitio.n's carefully calibrated military
pressure is working. After three years of intransigence, the Houthis are re-engaged in talks with
the UN Special Envoy.
The hum,mitarian efforts are also working, The port rem~ins open - more th.a.n 25 ships have
unloaded food aid over the last four weeks. The Coa.lition is delivering aid to villages and areas
now under Yemeni Government control. A large-scale and comprehensive contingency plan to .
provide aid into Hodeida is also in place. The Coalition has prepositioned tens of thousands of
tons of supplies in and along the Red Sea with airplanes, trucks and ships ready to move into a
liberated Hodeida. (Additional detail on the humanitarian efforts.are below and in the
attachment.)
On the diplomatic front, the UAE and the Coal.ition strongly support the UN Special Envoy's
ongoing effort to secure a negotiated outcome that will involve the peaceful handover ofthe port
and the city by the Houthis to the legitimate Yemeni government. This is consistent with the
mandate of the Envoy and the coalition under UN Resolution 2216 - which explicitly calls for the
Houthis to disarm, evacuate urban areas and recognize the legitimate Yemeni Government.
There is urgency to the Envoy's efforts. The people of Hodeida are calling for liberation,
especially as the Houthis purposefully worsen conditions inside the city. UN and local reports
continue to highlight HOuthi human rights viol,itions including the use of children soldiers,
shelling civilian areas, forced evacuations, executions, human shielding, indiscriminately
planting mines and IEOs, placing tanks and snipers in residential areas, and the destruction. of
the water system.
Increasing pressure at Hodeida and in other areas of Yemen is also designed to stem the flow
of sophisticated Iranian weapons. As documented by tl1e UN and by independent groups like
Conflict Armamen.ts Research, Iran is providing direct support lo the Houthis, enabling them to
target Saudi Arabia with baliistic missiles, to improve IEDs, and to th.reaten international
navigation with anti-ship missiles.
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The United States has a clear stake in the Coalition's success in Yemen. The US shares the
. Coa.lition's priorities to meet the humanitarian needs of the Yemeni people, avoid civilian
casualties and restart the political process ..At the same time, the Coalition is also advancing
other critical and common security objectives with the US: destroy AQAP, confront Iran, and
maintain freedom of navigation into the Red Sea and Suez Canal.
·
For now, the immediate priority is to maintain the flow of humanitarian assistance into Hodeida.
The.port remains open and continues to receive and Unload ships. Due to the efforll! of the UN,
the Coalition and others, there are how more than 100,000 metric tons of food stockpiled in
Hodeida - sufficient 16 me.et the needs of 6 mi.I.lion people for the next month. Tankers are in
port now unloading fuel. Another ship is at Al Saleef port unloading 53,000 tons of wheat.
According to international aid groups, these supplies continue to be distributed utilizing existing
networks and channels.
·
The Coalition has also put in place a comprehensive contingency plan to send aid into Hodeida
if the port is damaged by the Houthis or otherwise disrupted. Teams of port operations and
logistics experts, along with ship-to-shore cranes and. heavy equipmen~ are already positioned
in the Red Sea. More than 35,000 tons of additional food and medical supplies are also in
position in and around the area. Shore landing craft and smal.ler vessels have been readied to
move supplies. Large quantities of aid are stockpiled in Aden and Mokha and 100 trucks have
been contracted and are available to move supplies north by road. Cargo aircraft have also
been prepared to establish a humanitarian air bridge.
Additionally, the UAEand the Coalition have developed alternative networks and routes for the
delivery of aid to Hodeida and points beyond, to be implemented should there be an attempt by
the Houlhis to damage or destroy Hodeida's port, existing aid distribution networks, or other
infrastructure.
With the Houthis placing sea mines arm.md the port, the Coalition's plans also include mineclearing operations to allow for the urgent resumption oflarge ship l)'lovements. The Coalition
has requested additional mine clearing assistance from the U.S. and France.
The Coalition is working closely with the UN and other international organizations to meet the
n.eeds of internally displaced persons (I DPs) fleeing from Houthi-contro/led areas. Locations for
temporary shelters and medical facilities have been identified and prepared.
The Houth.is' indiscriminate use of land mines is complicating aid efforts and causing great
suffering to the civilian population. Yemeni and Coalition experts have already cleared more
than 20,000 lahdmines.
Indisputable evidence of mining and other abuses has been provided through images and firsthand reports provided by people still in Hodeida, by the media, by Coalition reconnaissance
imagery, and by international organizations remaining in the city.
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The welladocumented litany of Houlhi offenses committed in Hodeida over th.e last month
include:
• . the indiscriminate placement of landmines and Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs),
often disguisei:l as everyday objects making them a grave danger to innocent civilians
now and into the future;
• the wholesale use of sea mines which threaten to impede critical deliveries of ·
humaniiarian aid;
• the positioning of heavy weapons and sniper nests in and among residential buildings,
neighborhoods and villages;
• . blocking the evacuation of civilians. from conflict areas;
• the purposeful destruction of the water system; and
• the theft and diversion of humanitarian aid further enabled by the forced removal of
surveillance cameras from storage facilities managed by intemation.1.I aid groups.
These abuses should be condemned by the US and the international community. Al the same
time, the UAE and the Coalition have listened carefully to the perspectives, concerns, and
recommendations of Congress, the Administration, the UN, NGOs, and other humanitarian
actors. The UAE, Coalition and Yemeni Government military operations around Hodeida have
been carefully calibrated and targeted to avoid civilian casualties and minimize damage to vital
infrastructure (including the port). This is in conformity with international humanitarian law, and
to provide the Houthis with the greatest possible opporturiity to withdraw peacefully from
Hodeida.
·
The UAE's current humanitarian efforts in Yemen are not new. The UAE has been one of the
largest historic ail:! providers to the country. In just the period from April 2015 to May 2018, the ·
UAE contributed USO $3.7 billio_n in aid lo Yemen. 111 2018, the UAE pledged USO $465 million
to support the UN Humanitarian Response Plan for Yemen, in addition t<l the USD $34 million
pledged to restore Yemen's sea and airports.
The situation in Hodeida. is a critical turning point in the three-year Yemen conflict. The military
pressure is creating a new dynamic by bringing the Houthis to the negotiating table. The
humanitarian efforts are also paying off with aid continuing to flow into the city and to the rest of
Yemen.
· We share Congress' view about the need to end the conflict and redouble efforts to address
Yemen's many challenges. We remain strongly supportive of the UN Envoy's work to achieve
these goals.
My Embassy team and I will continue to update you regularly on developments but please feel
free to contact me if you have any quesiibns.
Sincerely,

Yousef Al Otaiba
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OFFICE OF THE AMBASSADOR

June 27, 2018
fhe Honorable Roy Blµnt
260 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
Dear. Senator Blunt,
· On behalf of tne Arab Coalition· to Support ttie l,.egitimate Government of Yetneri, I want to
provide you with an update on recent develc,pmerits in the effortto liberate Hodeida from the
Houthi rebel militias. I particularly want to highlight the comprehensive humanitarian efforts
underway.
The Coalition's priorities regarding Hodeid_a are clear: maintain the flow of humanitarian
assistance and minimize the impact on the civilian population while maintaining pressure on the
rebels to enter irito meaningful political discussions, The Coalition's carefully calibrated military
pressure is working. After three years of intransigence, the Houthis are re-engaged in talks with
the l,JN Special Envoy.
The humanitarian efforts are also working. The port remains open - more than 25 ships have
unloaded food aid over the last four weeks. The Coalition is delivering aid to viUages and areas
now und_er Yemeni Government control. A large-scale and comprehensive contingency plan to
prov[de aid into Hodeida is also in place. T6e Coalition has prepositioned tens of thousands of
· tons of supplies in and along the Red Sea with.airplanes, trucks and ships ready to move into a
liberated Hodeida. (Additional detail on the• humanitarian efforts are below and in the
attachment.)
On the diplomatic front, the l,JAE and the Coalition strongly support the UN Special Envoy's
ongoing effort to secure a negotiated outcome that will.involve the peaceful handover. of the port
and the city by the Houthis to the legitimate Yemeni government. Tnis is consistent with the
mandate of the Envoy and the coalition under UN Resolution 2216 - which explicitly calls for the
Houthis to disarm, evacuate. urban are!!S and retiignize the legitimate Yemeni Government. ·
There is urgency to the Envoy's efforts. The people of Hodeida are calling for liberation,
especially as the Houthis purposefully worsen conditions inside the city. UN and local reports
continue to highlight Houthi h_uman rights violations including the use of children soldiers,
shelling civi_lian areas, forced evacuations, executions, human shielding, indiscriminately
planting mines and IEDs, placing tanks and snipers i_n_ residential areas, and the destruction of
ihe water system.
Increasing pressure at Hodeida and in other areas of Yemen is ;ilso designed to stem the flow
·of sophisticated Iranian weapons. As documented by the UN and by independent groups like
Conflict A_rmaments Research, Iran is providing direct support to the Houthis, enabling them to
target Saudi Arabia with ballistic missiles, to improve IEDs, and to threaten international
navigation with anti-ship missiles.
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The United. States has a clear stake. in the Coalition's success in Yemen. Ttie US shares the
Coalition's priorit)es to meet the humanitarian heeds of the Yemeni people,.avoid civilian
Cl!SUalties and restart the polltical process. At the same time, the Coalition is als9 advancing
other critical and common security objectives with the US: destroy AQAP, confront Iran, and ·
maintain freedom of navigation into the Red $ea and Suez Canal.
For now, the immediate priority is to maintain the flow of humanitarian assistance into Hodeida/
The port remains open arid continues to receive and unload ships. Due to the efforts of the UN,
the Coalition and others, there are now more than 100,000 metric tons of food stockpiled in
Hodeida - sufficient to meet the n~eds of 6 million people for the .next month. Tankers are in
port now unloading fuel. Another ship is at Al Saleef port unloading 53,000 tc;,ns of wheat.
According to international aid gro4ps, these supplies continue to be distributed utilizing existing'·
networks an.d channels.
.
The Coalition has also put in place a comprehensive contingency plan to send aid into Hodeicla· •
ifthe port is damaged by the Houthis or otherwise disrupted. Teams of port operations and
logistics experts, along with ship-to-shore cranes and heavy equipment, are already positioned
in the Red Sea. More than 35,000 tons of additional food and medical supplies are also in
position in arid around the area. Shore landing craft and smaller vessels have been readied to
move supplies. Large quantities of aid are stockpiled in Aden and Mokha a.11d 100 trucks have
been contracted and are available to move supplies north by road .. Cargo aircraft have also
been prepared to establish a humanitarian air bridge.
Additionally, the UAE and the Coalition have developed alternative networks and routes for the
delivery of;iid to Hc;,deida and points beyond, to be implemented should there be an attempt by
the Houthis to damage Or destroy Hodeida's port, .existing aid distribution networks, or other
infrastructure.
.

.

With the Houthis placing sea mines around the port, the Coalition's plans also include mineclearing operations to ailow for th.e urgent resumption Of large ship movements. T.he Coal.ition ·
has requested additional mine clearing assistance from the U.S. and France ..
The Coalition is working closely with the UN and other international organizations to rneet the
· needs of internally displaced persons (I DPs) fleeing from Houthi-controlled areas. Locations for
temporary shelters and medical facilities have been identified and prepared.
The Houthis' indiscriminate use of land mines is complicating aid efforts and causing great
suffering to the civilian population. Yemeni and Coalition experts have already cleared more
tha.n 20,000 landmines.
·
·
·
Indisputable evidence of mining and other abuses has been provided through images and firsthand reports provided by people still in Hodeida, by tt:ie media, by Coalition reconnaissance
imagery, and by international organizations remaining in the city.
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I
The well-documented litany of Houthi offenses committed in Hodeida over the last month
include: !
I
•

•
•
•
•
•

the indiscriminate placement of landmines and Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs),
often disguised as everyday objects making them a grave danger to innocent civilians
now and into the future;
the wholesale use of sea mines which threaten to impede critical del_iveries of
humani_tari,m. aid;
.
/
the positioning of heavy weapons and sniper nests. in_ and among residential buildings,
neighborhoods and villages;
i
blocking the evacuation of civilians from conflict areas;
the purposeful destruction of the water system; -and
the theft and diversion of humanitarian aid further en?bled by the forced removal of
surveillance cameras from storage facilities manage~ by international aid groups.

These abuses should be condemned by the US and the international community. _At the same
time, the UAE and the Coalition have listened carefully to the perspectives, concerns, and
recommend_ations of Congress, the Administration, the UN, NGOs, and other humanitarian
· actors. The UAE;, Coalition and Yemeni Government military operations around Hodeida have
been carefully calibrated and targeted to avoid civilian casualties and minimize damage to vital
infrastructure (including the port). This is in conformity with international humanitarian law, and
- to provide the Houthis with the greatest possible opportunity to withdraw peacefully from
Hodeida.
·
!
The UAE's current humanitarian efforts in Yemen are not new. The UAE ha_s been one of the
largest historic aid providers to the country. In just the period from April 2015 to May 2018, the
UAE contributed USD $3.7 billion in aid to Yemen. In 201a; the UAE pledged USO $465 million
to support the UN Humanitarian Response Plan for Yemen,' in addition to the USD $34 million
pledged to restore Yemen's sea and airports.
The situation in Hodeida is a critical turning point in the three-year Yemen confl~- The military
pressure is creating a new dynamic by bringing the Ho1,1this to t_he negotiating table. The
humanitarian efforts are also paying off with aid continuing to flow into the city and to the rest of
Yemen.
We share Congress' view about the need to end the conflict and redouble efforts to address
Yemen's many challenges. We remain strongly supportive of the UN Envoy's work to achieve
these goals.
'
My Embassy team and I will continue to update you regularly on developments but please feel
free to contact me if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Yousef Al Otaiba
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.EMBASSY OF THE'
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
WASHINGTON DC
OFFICE OF THE AMBASSADOR

June 27, 2018
The Honorable Lindsey Graham
290 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Graham,

'
On behalf of the Arab Coalition to Support the Legitimate Government of Yemen, I want to
provide you with an update on recent developments in the effort to liberate Hodeida from the
Houthi rebel militias. I particularly want to highlight the comprehensive humanitarian efforts
underway.
·
·
The Coalition's priorities regarding Hodeida are clear: maintain the flow of humanitari.an
assistance and minimize the impact on the civilian population w.h.ile mainµiining pressure on the
rebels to enter into meaningful political discussions. The Coalition's carefully calibrated military
pressure is working. After three years of intransigence, the Houthis are re-engaged in talks with
the UN Special Envoy.
The humanitarian efforts are also working. The port remains open~ more than 25 ships.have
unloaded food aid over the last four weeks. The CoaliUOr\ is delivering aid to villages and areas
now under Yemeni Government control. A large-scale a1;1d comprehensive contingency plan to
provide aid into Hodeida is also in place. The Coalition has prepositioned tens of thousands of
tons of supplies in and along the Red Sea with airplanes} trucks and ships ready to move into a
. liberated Hodeida. (Additional detail on the humanitaria~ efforts are below and in the
attachment.)
:
.

!

.

.

On the diplomatic front, the UAE and the Coalition strongly support the UN Special Envoy's
ongoing effort to secure a negotiated outcome that wi.1.1 involve the peaceful handover of the port
and the city by the Houthis to the legitimate Yemeni gov!)rnmerit. This is consistent with the
mandate of the Envoy and the coalition under UN Resolution 2216 - which explicitly calls for the
Houthis to disarm, evacuate urban areas and recognize the legitimate Yemeni Government.
There is urgency to the Envoy's efforts. The people of Hoc:feida are calling for liberation,
especially as the Houthis purposefully worsen conditions inside tne city, UN and local reports
continue tohighlight Houthi human rights violatior,s including the use of children soldiers,
shelling civilian areas, forced evacuations, executions, human shielding, indiscriminately
planting mines and IEDs, placing t_anks a_nd snipers in residential areas, and the destruction of
the water system.
Increasing pressure at Hodeida and in other areas of Yemen is elso designed to stem the flow
of sophisticated Iranian weapons. As documented by the UN and by independent groups like
Conflict Armaments Research, Iran is providing direct support to the Houthis, enabling them to
target Saudi Arabia will) ballistic mis$iles, to improve IEDs, and to ttireateh international
navigation with anti-ship missiles.
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The lJnited States has a clear stake in. the Coalition's success in Yemen. The US shares the
Coa.lition's priorities to meet the humanitarian needs of th.e Yemeni people, avoid civilian
casualties and restart the political process. At the same time, the Coalition is also advancing
other critical and common security objectives with the US: d~stroy AQAP, confront Iran, and
maintain freedom of navigation into the Red Sea and Suez Canal.
For now, the immediate priority is to maint@in lhE! flow of humanitarian assistance into Hodeida.
The .port remains open and continues to receive and unload ships. Due to the efforts of the UN,
the Coalition and others, there are now more than 100,000 'metric tons of food stockpiled in
Hodeida - sufficient to meet the needs of 6 million people fbr the next month. Tankers are in
port now unloading fueL Another ship is at Al Saleef port uhloading 53,000 tons of wheat.
According to international aid groups, these supplies continue to be distributed utilizing existing
networks and channels.
.

''

The Coalition has also put in place a comprehensive contingency plan to send aid into Hodeida
if I.he p<;>rt is damaged by the Hduthis or otherwise disrupted. Teams of port operations and
logistics experts, along with ship-to-shore cranes and he11vy equipment, are already positioned
in the Red Sea. More than 35,000 tons of additional food and medical supplies are also in
position in and around the area. Shore landing craft and smaller vessels have been readied to
move supplies. Large quantities of aid are stockpiled in A<ien and Mokha and 100 trucks have
been contracted and are available to move supplies north by road, Cargo aircraft have also
been prepared to establish a humanitarian air bridge.
'
Additionally, the UAE and the Coalition have developed aiternative networks and routes for the
delivery of aid to Hodeid.a and points beyond, to be implemented should there be.an attempt by
the Houthis to damage or destroy Hodeida's port, existing aid distribution networks, or other
infrastructure.
'
With the Houthis placing sea mines a.roun.d the port, the ~lition's plans also include mineclearing operations to allow for the urgent resumption of !arge ship movements. The Coalition
has
requested additional
mine clearing assistance from !.he
U.S. and France.
.
.
'
The Coalition is working closely with the UN and other iriternational organizations to meet the
needs of internally displaced persons (IDPs) fleeing from Houthi-controlled areas. Locations for
temporary shelters and medical facilities have been identified and prepared.
·
The Houthis' indiscriminate use of land mines is complicating aid efforts and causing great
suffering to the civilian population. Yemeni ana Coalition experts have already cleared more
than 20,000 landlnines.
·
'
Indisputable evidence of mining and other abuses has been provided through images and firsthand reports provided by people still in Hodeida, by the media, by Coalition reconnaissance
imagery, and by international organizations remaining in the city.
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The well-documented litany of Houthi offenses committed in H.odeid.a over the last month
include:
•

•
•
•
o

•

the indiscriminate placement of landmines and Improvised Explosive Oevi.ces (IEOs),
'
often disguised as everyday objects making them a grave
danger to innocent civilians
now and into the future;
·
I
·
the wholesale use of sea mines which threaten to impede critical deliveries of
humanit,nian aid;
.
,
the positioning of heavy weapons and sniper nests injand among residential buildings,
neighborhoods and villages:
.
·
blocking the evacuation of civilians from ,conflict areas;
the purposeful destruction of the water system; and
the theft and diversion of humanitarian aid further enabled by the forced removal of
surveillance cameras from storage facHities managed by international aid groups.

These abuses should be condemned by the US and the internation.il. community. At the same
time, the UAE and the Coalition have listened carefully to the perspectives, concerns, .and
recommendations of Congress, the Administration, the UN, NGOs, and other humanit.irian
actors. the UAE, Coalition and Yemeni Government military operations a.round Hodeida have
been carefully calibrated and targeted to avoid civilian casualties and minimize damage to vital
infrastructure (including the port): This is in conformity with international humanitarian law, and
to provide the Houthis with the greatest possible opportunity to withdraw peacefully from
'
Hodeida.
:'
I
!

.

.

.

'
The UAE's current humanitarian efforts in Yer;ne11
are not new. The UAE has been one of the
largest historic aid providers to the country. Iii just the perio<! from April 2015 to May 2018, the
UAE cont.ributed USO $3.7 billio.n i.n aid. to Yemen. In 2018, !he UAE pledged USO $465 million
to support the UN Humanitarian Response Plan for Yemen, in addition to the USO $34 million
pledged to restore Yemen's sea and airports.
i

The situation in .Hodeida is a critical turning point in the three-year Yemen conflict. The. military
pressure is creating a new dynamic by bringing the Houthis to the negotiating table. The
humanitarian efforts are also paying off wit.h aid continuing to flow into the city and to the rest of
Yemen.
·
We share Congress' view about the need to end the conflict and redouble efforts to address
Yemen's many challenges. We remain strongly supportive df t.he UN Envoy's work to achieve
these goals.
My Embassy team ancj I will continue to update you regularly on developments but please feel
free to contact me i.f you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Yousef Al Otaiba
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